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Abstract

Abstract
Mobile communications have experienced a brutal raise over the past 15 years.
What started as a voice communication system (GSM or 2G) has finished yet as a data
communication system of any kind, which in some cases has come to replace the
conventional cabled data access infrastructure. This change in the use given to mobile
devices necessarily entails a change in the underlying technology, which should be
capable to provide the transmission speeds that these new applications require. This
has emerged in recent years an increasing interest in multiple antenna techniques,
usually referred as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques, as they increase
the spectral efficiency (and thus the transmission rate for a given bandwidth) of
wireless systems.
In this thesis, some of the factors limiting the ideal advantages of these multiantenna techniques are studied, in order to quantify the differences between the ideal
behavior of 4G devices and behavior that users will experience in actual use
conditions. The effect that the user has on the final performance of the devices is one
of the main limitations that these devices are in daily use. Mobile phones are used
almost all the time in the vicinity of the user, causing a decrease in the richness of the
multipath electromagnetic environment (and thus a reduction of the MIMO benefits).
As a result of this reduction, the number of signal paths that reach the user is also
reduced. In this thesis both factors (user influence and influence of the number of
signal paths) will be studied both for passive devices (antenna prototypes) and active
devices (commercial phones).
The second part of this thesis consist on the study of how to transfer some of these
factors reducing the isotropicity of the environment, to one of the most promising
measurement techniques, as it is the mode-stirred reverberation chamber (MSRC).
This technique emulates naturally an isotropic rich multipath environment with the
signal strength following a Rayleigh distribution. However, in this thesis two new
techniques are proposed that allow the emulation of less isotropic environments
without altering the basic operating principle of the MSRC.
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Introduction

1. Introduction
The need for faster and faster data transmissions in wireless communication
systems has caused a multitude of scientific studies in recent years. One of the most
important for the evolution of these systems has been the introduction of multiantenna techniques, commonly called MIMO (Multiple-input Multiple-output). MIMO
technology leverages multipath propagation experienced by a signal in real
environments, originally seen as a problem, so that it is possible to establish
communication channels parallel with the introduction of a diversity factor between
transmitters and receiving antennas (polarization, radiation pattern...). This
technology, ideally expected increases in channel capacity proportional to the number
of antennas in the system for Rayleigh-distributed fading environments. However, the
propagation environments experienced in actual use, are considered far from ideal. It
is therefore crucial in the characterization of MIMO systems to have a correct
emulation of the propagation environment in which the device under test (DUT) will be
used.
In this thesis, some factors are studied that degrade the ideal capacity of MIMO
systems in real environments. To do this, it is also studied in depth one of the most
used measurement techniques, as they are the mode-stirred reverberation chamber
(MSRC) based techniques, and new developments are proposed in order to extent the
propagation environments that such techniques can emulate. Chapter 2 presents a
brief overview of the various tests to which wireless devices are subjected before
reaching the final consumer, and the various measurement techniques proposed for
the characterization of MIMO systems. Chapter 3 discusses more about the technique
of MSRC, analyzing the foundations of use, advantages and disadvantages. Also
presented in this section is a summary of the various modifications proposed in the
literature for the extension of the measurement capabilities of these systems. Chapter
4 presents a brief summary of the most used propagation environment models in the
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mobile communications industry as well as some of the main parameters used to
define these models.
Chapter 5 examines the effect that the user presence has over some of the most
important metrics in MIMO communication systems. To this end, several prototypes
with pre-defined behavior (good and bad designs) are analyzed. Thus, it is intended to
quantify the reduction of benefits that the user's presence can have on real 4G
prototypes.
Another factor that may limit the performance of a MIMO system is the number of
signal paths that reach the user, when it is working in a real environment. Chapter 6
considers the effect of this factor on the same prototypes discussed in the previous
chapter. The channel models used in industry (discussed in Chapter 4) assume a large
number of signal paths, creating enough richness in the environment to take
advantage of MIMO technology. However there are many actual environments where
most of the transferred power is contained only in a few signal paths, which requires
studying more in depth the effect of the number of signal paths over the MIMO
metrics.
Finally, in Chapter 7 they are proposed two software processing techniques that
allow the emulation of non-isotropic environments in MSRCs. MSRCs naturally emulate
environments isotropic and Rayleigh-distributed, typical of urban conditions where a
large number of multipath reflections are present. However, these environments do
not reflect the reality of all scenarios where a wireless device is intended to work.
Therefore, extending the measurement capabilities of MSRCs is crucial for the correct
characterization of devices, when using this technique. Several advances have been
proposed in the field of MSRCs in recent years, although almost all have involved the
introduction of hardware alterations of the main cavity of the MSRC. However, this
chapter proposes a different approach that exploits the statistical nature of the data
obtained in a MSRC, by performing a data processing that allows the emulation of nonisotropic environments other than those conventionally emulated in a MSRC. First, it is
proposed a technique to emulate Rician-distributed environments, which are the
environments that are encountered when there is a component of sight between the
transmitter and receiver (LoS condition). This technique is called "offset technique".
Secondly, it is proposed a more ambitious technique (referred to as "sample
selection"), which aims to expand the emulation capabilities of MSRCs so that any
arbitrary fading distribution environment can be emulated. This technique is based on
selecting only a subset of samples from the total measured samples (which together
make a Rayleigh distribution) in accordance with an established pattern of fading.
Thus, the measurements obtained considering only the selected samples have a

Introduction

pattern different from the Rayleigh distribution naturally generated in the MSRC, and
is completely controllable by the user.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents conclusions and future research of this thesis, and a
summary of the main results derived from this thesis in the form of journals and
conferences papers.
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2. Wireless Device Testing: Over-The-Air (OTA)
Methodologies
2.1.

Overview

Every wireless device who reaches the market, and therefore the costumer, needs
to pass a sort of tests that ensure that the device performance achieves the minimum
performance established for the specific market where the device is going to work.
At the beginning, when the first mobile phone networks were deployed (early in
the 90’s), device tests were focused on guaranteeing that devices did not affect the
electromagnetic environment (such as radio or television communications, electrical
appliances…). These tests, called electromagnetic compatibility tests (EMC), are
compulsory for every electronic device and they guarantee that devices do not emit
spurious radiation which could be dangerous for any other device with electrical
components, as well as that those devices are not disturbed by the effect of other
electromagnetic radiation. Regulation is different for different territories. In Europe,
manufacturers of electronic devices are advised to run EMC tests in order to comply
with compulsory CE-labelling. The applicable regulation is the EU directive
2004/108/CE [1](previously 89/336/EEC).
Next step in wireless device testing came in 2001, when it was published the
normative CENELEC EN 50360 and 50361 [2] [3] (substituted in 2005 by IEC 62209 [4].
This normative regulates the maximum permitted values of specific absorption rate
(SAR), as well as the measurement procedure. SAR quantifies the rate at which the
human body absorbs energy when it is exposed to radio frequency (RF)
electromagnetic fields. It is measured in watts per kilogram, and usually averaged over
a small portion of volume (1g or 10g of tissue). SAR measurements are not performed
using real people, instead a specific anthropomorphic mannequin (SAM) phantom
filled with a tissue simulating liquid which has the same electrical characteristics that
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the human body for the frequency under test. The device under test (DUT) is then put
attached to the SAM phantom simulating the typical positions which the devices is
supposed to work in real use cases, and in a controlled radiation mode in such a way
that the device is radiating at its maximum possible power. With that setup, the
electric field is measured and averaged during 6 minutes, and the absorbed power is
calculated. Limit values depend on the territory, and in Europe the limit for SAR
calculated over the whole body is 2 W/Kg.
However the tests described in the previous paragraphs do not give us any
information about the radiation performance of the DUT for communication purposes.
In the first mobile phones, antennas were usually a syntonized external dipole, so
antenna performance was similar for many of the available mobile phones. Later on,
when antenna designs became more complex, differences between mobile phones
antenna performance became bigger and, therefore, differences on the service quality
experienced by the user was also different. This phenomenon had an important impact
for telecommunication operators, since they are the final responsible of the service
quality experienced by their users, and it raised the necessity of evaluating the device
antenna performance to assure that every device put in the market is able to give a
minimum performance to the user in terms of coverage and communication quality.
2.1.1.

Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) Tests

As part of this increasing interest the Cellular Telecommunications Industry
Association (CTIA) released in 2001 its document “Test Plan for Mobile Station Over
the Air Performance” (currently released version 3.1 [5]). This document defines
general requirements for equipment configurations, laboratory techniques, test
methodologies, and evaluation criteria that must be met in order to ensure the
accurate, repeatable, and uniform testing of wireless devices. Proposed metrics for
device radiation performance evaluation are “Total Radiated Power” (TRP) and “Total
Isotropic Sensitivity” (TIS).
TRP is a metric that provides information about the radiated RF performance of the
DUT. The procedure to measure TRP consist of measuring the radiated transmit power
at various locations surrounding the device in a three-dimensional way, and taking
samples every 15 degrees in the Theta (θ) and in the Phi (φ) –axes. This accounts for a
total of 264 measurements for each of two orthogonal polarizations since
measurements at Theta = 0 and 180 degrees are not required. All of the measured
power values will be integrated to give a single figure of merit.
The total radiated power from a cellular phone depends on how much power is
conducted from power input to the antenna, and how good the antenna is at
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transforming that to radiated power in other words, the antenna's efficiency.
Efficiency is greatly dependent on how materials absorb radiated power, and since the
typical usage scenario of wireless devices requires the device to be held close to a
human head, the antenna efficiency will be different in a position close to human
tissue. This means that characterizing an antenna using efficiency typically requires
free-space efficiency and an efficiency measured next to a standardized phantom
head. A good example is a wireless carrier requiring a handset to meet a TRP of +22
dBm in the GSM850 band when the device is held next to a head. Since the nominal
conducted power in GSM850 is +33 dBm, the antenna efficiency and the changes
caused by the head are allowed to cause a degradation of 11 dB and still be able to
meet the TRP number
Sensitivity measurements in wireless communications seek to determine the cell
phone's ability to receive low signals. Performing these measurements is an iterative
process which varies the base station (BS) output power at the phone while measuring
the Bit-Error-Rate (BER), the Frame Erasure Rate (FER) or the Block Error Rate (BLER),
depending on the system. When a target BER/FER is achieved, the iteration is stopped
and the output power at the phone is recorded as the sensitivity (i.e., the minimum
power required to maintain a specified BER/FER). Sensitivity is measured by lowering
the BS Traffic Channel (TCH) power level until the specified digital error limit is
exceeded (for example, 1.2% of BER for UMTS). The TCH power that was required to
obtain the error limit is the sensitivity value. To do this, the BS is placed in loop-back
mode. The BS transmits a bit pattern to the phone and the phone transmits it back.
The returned bit pattern is then compared and the BER/FER/BLER is determined. As
the output power from the BS to the phone is reduced, the BER/FER/BLER increases.
Therefore, TIS is a figure of merit of overall radiated sensitivity of a wireless terminal.
Measurements are taken every 30 degrees in the Theta (θ) and in the Phi (φ) –axes in
order to have a three-dimensional evaluation, which give us a total of 60
measurements. All of the measured sensitivity values for each DUT test condition will
be integrated to give a single figure of merit. It is calculated as the integral of the
measured Effective Isotropic Sensitivity (EIS).
Both TRP and TIS are commonly accepted over the world as the Figure of Merit
(FoM) to properly characterize devices using only one antenna (SISO). This is mainly
due to the simplicity of the measurements, as well as that both of them give us an
intuitively idea about how good or bad the device is working in both transmission (TRP)
and reception (TIS). Most of the work in this field was then concentrated on defining
the right measurement procedure, the uncertainty of the technique and the minimum
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DUT performance demanded. The maximum uncertainty allowed is defined in [5], and
showed in Table 1.
TABLE 1. EXPANDED UNCERTAINTY MAXIMUM LIMITS (IN DB)
TRP AND TIS (SOURCE: [5])

FOR

DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS

Test Configuration

TRP

TIS

Free Space

2

2.3

Beside Head

2.1

2.3

Beside Head and Hand Right

2.4

2.6

Hand Right

2.2

2.4

FOR

As it is shown in Table 1, measurements of TIS and TRP can be done in four
different use cases. These different cases simulate the most common scenarios where
the DUT is supposed to work, including the effect that user presence has over the
device performance. The four typical measurement scenarios are:
-

Free-Space: where the DUT is placed on a support made of low dielectric
material in order to avoid any effect from the close environment. This case is
not realistic, but it is very useful as a reference case for intercomparison
purposes.

-

Head Phantom Only: where the DUT is placed against a head phantom.

-

Head and Hand Phantom: where the DUT is placed in a hand phantom, against
a head phantom. This position is commonly known as “talk” position, and it
gives an accurate idea about the device performance in a realistic case.

-

Hand phantom only: where the DUT is placed in a hand phantom. This
scenario (using one or two hands) is commonly known as “browse” mode, and
it simulates the situation where the user is using the device to send and
receive data (SMS, Internet data…).

However, when it comes to the definition of the minimum DUT performance
demanded it is not easy to have agreement. In one hand operators want to set high
performance levels, to be able to give coverage to their users reducing to the minimum
the amount of base stations installed on the street. On the other hand, mobile phone
manufacturers want to keep the requirements as lowest as possible to avoid that old
devices were catalogued as “no compatibles” and also to have some margin on the
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design due to the tendency of reducing the size of the phones, which is a big
inconvenient for the antenna performance at low frequencies. The solution was a
compromise between manufacturers and operators. The 3GPP document TS 34.114 [6]
defines the minimum and average TRP and TIS (referred as TRS in all 3GPP documents),
but it also defines a recommended performance which is not compulsory but it is
showed as a goal for the manufacturers. Examples of minimum and average values are
extracted from [6] and shown in Tables 2 and 3 for Frequency-Division Duplexing (FDD)
systems (such as W-CDMA). Recommended values are about 2 or 3 dB better than the
demanded average values.
TABLE 2. TRP

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT FOR

FDD

ROAMING BANDS IN THE SPEECH

POSITION AND THE PRIMARY MECHANICAL MODE. (SOURCE: [6])

Operating
band

Power Class 3

Power Class 3bis

Power Class 4

Power (dBm)

Power (dBm)

Power (dBm)

Average

Min

Average

Min

Average

Min

I

+15

+13

+15

+13

+13

+11

II

+15

+13

+15

+13

+13

+11

III

+15

+13

+15

+13

+13

+11

IV

+15

+13

+15

+13

+13

+11

V

+11

+9

+11

+9

+9

+7

VI

+11

+9

+11

+9

+9

+7

VII

+15

+13

+15

+13

+13

+11
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TABLE 3. TRS MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR FDD ROAMING BANDS IN THE SPEECH POSITION FOR THE
PRIMARY MECHANICAL MODE. (SOURCE: [6])
Operating Band

Unit

Average

Max

I

dBm/3.84 MHz

-101

-98

II

dBm/3.84 MHz

-99

-96

III

dBm/3.84 MHz

-98

-95

IV

dBm/3.84 MHz

-101

-98

V

dBm/3.84 MHz

-96

-93

VI

dBm/3.84 MHz

-96

-93

VII

dBm/3.84 MHz

-99

-96

2.1.2.

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) Tests

In the previous section we have seen that the performance of a SISO DUT can be
easily characterize through a couple of power based metrics, one standing for the
transmitting performance and the other one standing for the receiving characteristics.
This is commonly accepted, because in SISO communications the relation between
performance and power level is linear. In an environment with a fixed noise level,
more received power univocally means better signal quality. But it is not true when
more than one antenna is used.
MIMO systems have more than one antenna in both ends of the communication,
so they are able to maintain multiple data streams at the same time. The main idea in
MIMO is to take advantage of the spatial diversity that the receptor experience due to
the multipath propagation environment found in real use conditions. Spatial diversity
can be quantified in terms of signal correlation between the receiving antennas, and it
is a function of both propagation environment and antenna correlation. In ideal
conditions a MxN MIMO system (with M transmitting antennas and N receiving
antennas) has an ergodic increase of data rate of min{M,N} times the data rate of the
corresponding SISO case [7]. Ideal conditions are an environment where the signal
correlation at the receiving point is zero (completely uncorrelated signals at RX point),
completely uncorrelated receiving antennas, and a static propagation channel which
allows the receptor to have the correct information about the channel. But the
propagation environments typically found in the real world are not even close of those
ideal conditions.
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In fact, MIMO devices are especially sensitive to factors like the propagation
environment, antenna design and orientation and baseband algorithms. This makes
impossible to predict the final behaviour of a MIMO device from the power values
transmitted or received, and it becomes necessary to found a different FoM from TRP
and TIS. The FoM that is nowadays accepted as a good indicator of how good or bad a
DUT works is the data throughput, which stands for the total amount of bits
transmitted correctly from the transmitter to the receptor. In Table 4 are showed the
currently FoM under study, and the methodology how they must be measured (with or
without fading)
TABLE 4. CATEGORIES OF FIGURE OF MERITS
Category

FOMs

I

II

MIMO
Throughput

TRP

CQI

TRS

Methodology

IV

Gain Imbalance

(FRC)
Type

III

Antenna
Efficiency

Spatial
correlation

MEG

MIMO Capacity

V
MIMO
Throughput
(VRC)

OTA

OTA

MIMO antennas

MIMO antennas

OTA

Active

Active

Passive/Active

Passive/Active

Active

(with fading)

(with fading)

(with fading)

(without fading)

(with fading)

MIMO Throughput, as it is defined in [8] is calculated from the block error rate
(BLER) measured value, and it stands for the time-averaged number of correctly
received transport blocks by the DUT. The MIMO Over-the-air (OTA) throughput is
measured at the top of physical layer of wireless systems. The Base Station Emulator
(BSE) calculates both BLER and downlink throughput as follows,
Throughput (%)  100  DL BLER

NACK  DTX


DL BLER (%)  1 
  100
 ACK  NACK  DTX 

(1)

(2)

Where,
-

ACK: percentage of transmission packets that the UE answered after
successful Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC) check.

-

NACK: percentage of transmission packets that the UE answered to indicate
unsuccessful transmission.

-

DTX: percentage of transmission that were not answered at all and caused
discontinuous transmission.
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The time over which the MIMO throughput measurement is averaged must be long
enough to correctly average the values over the fading variations.
A standardization process is being carried out by the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) organization (in parallel with CTIA), in order to define the propagation
environments where the DUT must be tested as well as the MIMO configuration used
in those environments. The options are almost infinite, and a lot of discussion has been
done during the last few years. The result is synthesized in the 3GPP document TR
37.976 [8], and some of the important points still are not clear.
One of the most important parts of the standardization process is the definition of
the measurements techniques which will be considered to be able to emulate the
defined propagation models. Several techniques are still under study, and each one
has some advantages and disadvantages. The different methodologies differ in terms
of complexity and cost-effectiveness. In order to adequately evaluate the overall
MIMO performance of mobile terminals equipped with multi-antennas for the receive
diversity and MIMO transmission, several figures of merit have been proposed. These
techniques can be grouped in three main categories: Two-Stages Method, Anechoic
Chamber based, and MSRC based.

2.2.

Two-Stages Method

The two stages method is based on the assumption that all the necessary
information for antenna characterization is contained in the far-field antenna radiation
pattern. Therefore the method divides the MIMO OTA tests in two separate
measurements. Firstly, the MIMO antenna radiation pattern is measured inside an
anechoic chamber. Secondly, a commercial MIMO Channel Emulator (MIMO CE) is
used to mathematically convolve the measured antenna characteristic with the chosen
MIMO OTA channel model for real time emulation.
The first stage consists of the characterization of the three dimensional antenna
radiation patterns of all the antennas in the DUT, using an anechoic chamber. The
setup needed to perform this part of the measurement is defined in the 3GPP
document TS 34.114 [6]. The DUT is placed in a chamber and the far zone radiation
patter of each antenna element is measured in free space, for the two orthogonal
polarizations (typically linear theta () and phi () polarizations as shown in Fig. 1).
User influence can be included in this stage, by repeating the antenna radiation
pattern characterization including head and hand phantoms. If the DUT has dynamic
antenna tuning elements, detailed information on the implementation is required to
understand the consequences for the pattern measurement.
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Figure 2. Proposed two-stage test methodology for MIMO OTA test. SOURCE: [8]

The two-stage method has some advantages respecting to other solutions [9].
-

The method can reuse existing SISO OTA anechoic chambers to make the
antenna pattern measurements; only a channel emulator with a number of
outputs, two or four in the most common cases is required (to match the
number of device receiver inputs) regardless of the complexity of the chosen
channel model.

-

This method is therefore easily scalable to higher order MIMO due to the
reduced number of instruments required, compared some of the other
solutions.

-

The implementation of the channel models is very accurate and flexible due to
being implemented electronically, and it can be modified to fit any desired
operating conditions such as indoor-outdoor, high or low Doppler spread, high
or low delay spread, beam width, in 2D or full 3D etc.

On the other hand, some disadvantages of the method can be listed as well.
-

The first is the impossibility of directly measure the desensitization created by
the eventual signal leakage from the device transmit antennas into the
receiving antennas, since the antenna pattern measurement does not take
account of that leakage. This phenomenon is however measured in existing
SISO OTA receiver sensitivity measurements.

-

The second disadvantage is the necessity of the DUT’s chipset to support
amplitude and relative phase measurements of the antennas.
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2.3.

Anechoic Chamber Based Methodologies

The second MIMO OTA test methodology groups a number of slightly different
methodologies, but all of them include an anechoic chamber and several antennas that
surround the DUT. These techniques are commonly referred as anechoic chamber
based methodologies.
These methodologies consist of a large number of probe antennas placed inside an
anechoic chamber transmitting with temporal and spatial characteristics for testing
multiple antenna devices. Probe antennas are positioned around the DUT in such a
way that is possible to change the receiving spatial profile of Angle of Arrival (AoA) and
consequently the Angle Spread (AS) at the DUT position. Spatial characteristics of the
BS (Angle of Departure (AoD), such as correlation, delay, fading profile or Doppler
shift) can be implemented using a feeding network (where the input signal is
processed) or with a commercial channel emulator.
This OTA method approximates the MIMO channel using a geometry-based
channel model such as the 3GPP SCM [10], that will be studied deeper in Chapter 3.
Several probe antennas are usually grouped to create clusters in the compound signal
at the DUT position. Each antenna probe (with its specific delay, Doppler shift…)
emulates one subpath component of the cluster. In Figure 3 it is shown an example of
the setup needed to implement this method, using 8 probe antennas and a channel
emulator.

Communication
Tester /
BS Emulator

DUT

Fading
emulator

Anechoic chamber

Figure 3. Example of MIMO/Multiantenna OTA test setup (Uplink signal path omitted in the figure)
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The number and distribution of the probe antennas will be fixed in a specific
system, and it will determine the MIMO channel models that can be emulated. This
highlights the importance of defining the desired channel models when the probe
antennas distribution is being defined. For example, according to the different
channels defined by the SCM [10], SCME (a SCM bandwidth extended version) [11],
Winner I & II [12] [13] models, the optimum number of probe antennas oscillates
between 6 and 8 [8] for a given polarization. In general, the most flexible
configurations require the higher number of probes. Elevation spread may be created
by installing probes at different elevations, however doing this tends to constrain their
flexibility.
This methodology provides flexibility in the number of probe antennas, so the
solution is easily scalable. There is no upper limit and the lower limit is one (for single
cluster channel models). The key question is how accurately the channel model is
emulated. Based on the quiet zone discussion, it was proposed to use 8 antennas in
the case of single polarization and 16 antennas in the case of dual polarization. On the
other hand, if elevation is needed, the antenna number will be higher. Additionally, the
antenna positions can be adjusted to optimize the accuracy with limited number of
antennas.
Summarizing, the advantages of this method are:
-

Measurements can be performed in an end-to-end way. On the contrary to
the two-stage method, measurements with anechoic chamber method allow
to actually measure the DUT as one complete system, including the antenna
effect.

-

Flexibility to emulate all the important parameters that characterize a channel
model (Doppler shift, AoA, AoD, delay and polarization).

On the other hand, the main disadvantage of this methodology is the growing
complexity and cost when the number of probe antennas grows, compared to the
other solutions.
During the work performed on this thesis, one specific implementation of this
methodology is used. The system is referred as multipath simulator (MPS). The MPS
used during this work surrounds the test object with an array of antennas, where each
array antenna represents one signal path. Each signal path has a certain polarization,
power level, Doppler shift, and delay. The MPS is placed in a shielded room with
absorbers on the walls in order to avoid unwanted disturbance. The test object is
placed on a foam block at the centre of the array. During measurements, different
Doppler shifts are applied to all array antennas, thereby ensuring fast fading conditions
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at the test object. It is designed specifically for mobile phone tests. Its antenna array
comprises eight vertically and eight horizontally polarized antennas in a circle with 1.4
m radius.
In order to change the angular distribution of delays at the test object position a
switch matrix is included in the MPS feeding network. The switch matrix is composed
of a number of 22 switches, configured in two 44 switch matrices each with 24
possible settings. This way, it is possible to have 2424 = 576 different angular
distribution of delays, without changing the physical position of the phone. Each one of
the output signals passes through a phase shifter (which introduces Doppler shift), an
attenuator (which allows controlling the power of each cluster) and a power splitter (in
order to feed two orthogonal polarized antennas). By controlling the phase of each RF
signal, a Rayleigh distributed or other relevant multipath distribution can be obtained.

2.4.

Mode-Stirred Chamber Based Methodologies

A typical MSRC, also referred as Reverberation Chamber (RC), consists of a closed
metal cavity equipped with movable metal blades that act as field mixers (commonly
called stirrers) and a turntable that rotates the DUT. A scheme is provided in Figure 4.
The independent movement of the stirrers and the rotation of the sample, allow to
dynamically changing the boundary conditions of the electromagnetic field generated
inside the cavity.

Figure 4. Mode-stirred chamber setup for devices testing with single cavity. SOURCE: [8]

In this way, the multimodal electromagnetic environment generated naturally in
the cavity is agitated. Through this continuous agitation the distribution of the
measured fields is independent of the sample position inside the cavity, as long as they
respect a minimum distance of λ / 2 with respect to the cavity walls. For a complete
uniformity of the generated field, it is also required that the polarization of the excited
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modes is uniform, which is achieved by using multiple transmit antennas with different
polarizations [14].
The standard deviation of the measured field inside the cavity is typically used as
the figure of merit that distinguishes good performance of MSRC. In a perfectly
agitated MSRC, the real and imaginary parts of the rectangular components of electric
and magnetic fields follow Gaussian distributions with identical paths variance. Thus,
the amplitude of the electric and magnetic fields measured in a perfectly stirred MSRC
follows a Rayleigh probability density function (PDF), while the phase is uniformly
distributed. This type of distribution is very similar to the multipath field distribution
found in urban environments for mobile communication systems.
Another interesting feature of this technique is that if we assume that the
introduction of an adaptive antenna does not disturb the field distribution inside the
cavity, it can be shown that the power received by this antenna adapted within the
MSRC is independent of its gain, directivity and effective area [15].
This property, together with the repeatability and reliability of the stochastic
distribution of the fields emulated inside the MSRC, make the MSRC's an emerging
technology in the field of action OTA for both research and development and the
certification of wireless terminals.
The naturally emulated Rayleigh environment in a MSRC is well known as a good
reference for urban and indoor multipath environments, but does not reflect the
reality of other propagation environments. However, most of the traffic generated by
mobile phones is usually made indoors and in urban areas which can be very well
represented by the MSRC. Therefore, it makes sense to use MSRCs for optimizing and
evaluating devices with both single and multiple antenna configurations to be used
indoors and in urban areas.
Limits to emulate arbitrary channel models in a typical MSRC can be summarize as,
-

The Power Delay Profile (PDP) is limited to a single decaying exponential and
therefore the Delay Spread (DS) cannot be arbitrarily set.

-

The Doppler spectrum and maximum Doppler is limited by the relatively slow
motion of the stirrers.

-

It is difficult to impart a specific, repeatable MIMO fading correlation on the
downlink waveform.

On the other hand, there are some important advantages that has become this
methodology in an emerging technique during the last few years,
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Therefore, the PDP actually generated inside the MSRC is different from the desired
one, and that difference must be studied.
In [16] this effect is studied when the “urban macro” SCME channel model is
injected in a conventional MSRC. In Fig. 7, it is clearly appreciated the differences
between the ideal PDP specified for the “urban macro” channel model (top plot of the
figure), and the actual PDP measured inside the MSRC (bottom plot).

Figure 6. PDP convolution effect observed when a CE and a MSRC are cascaded.

2.5.

Conclusion

The OTA measurement methods arise from the need to properly characterize the
performance of wireless devices coming to market, so as to ensure a performance to
guarantee that the network deployment is done efficiently (minimizing the number of
base stations and transmitted power), but maintaining reliable communication.
The characterization of wireless systems was well defined in SISO systems with a
single antenna (technology implemented in standards GSM, UMTS, HSPA) by the
evaluation-of power levels based FoM’s (TRP, TIS) of both transmitted and received
power from the DUTs. However with the advent of multiantenna technology
communication standards (HSPA +, WiMAX, LTE) the situation changes and the degree
of complexity is increased.
The FoM’s used are no longer directly proportional to the power, but evaluating
the ultimate capacity of the system to send data correctly (end-to-end throughput).
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The throughput experimented by the end user takes into account all parts of the
system, as in MIMO systems all parts of the system affect this metric. Both the
antenna characteristics, MIMO signal processing algorithms implemented in the DUT
or the propagation channel model where the DUT is being measured will have an
effect on the ability of the DUT to properly demodulate the signal transmitted.
In this new field of research that opens on MIMO OTA characterization, arise three
measurement methodologies (based on pre-existing techniques for SISO systems).
Each of these three methods present a number of advantages and disadvantages,
which has opened a long discussion in recent years trying to figure out which of them
should be in the standard documents.
Table 5 presents a short summary (extracted from [8]), which compares some of
the most important features of each of the three options.
TABLE 5. CHARACTERISTIC
SOURCE: [8]

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE THREE PROPOSED

OTA

METHODOLOGIES.

Attribute

MSRC Based

Anechoic Chamber Based

2 stage method

Major components

Reverberation chamber

Channel emulator, probe
antennas, anechoic
chamber

Channel emulator, probe
antenna, anechoic
chamber

Number of probe antennas

2-4

8-32 (varies)

1

2D/3D

3D

2D/3D (varies)

2D/3D

Number of spatial clusters

1

1-24 (varies)

1-24

Power angular spectrum per
cluster

Uniform

Controllable

Controllable

AS

Random

Controllable

Controllable

PDP

Exponential decay

Controllable

Controllable

DS

Slightly controllable
decay

Controllable

Controllable

Doppler shift

Limited

Controllable

Controllable

Supported channel models

Uniform

SCME, Single Cluster,
Uniform, Arbitrary

SCME, Single cluster,
uniform, arbitrary

Cross Polarization Ratio (XPR)

Constant

Controllable

Controllable

Ability to control interference
direction

No

Yes

Yes

DUT size constraints

None

0.5 – 4 lambda (varies)

None

Calibration equipment/method

2-Port VNA

Joint OTA link calibration
using 2-port VNA

Chamber calibration by
2-port VNA, second
stage calibration

Requires non-intrusive test
mode for antenna pattern
measurement

N/A

No

Yes

Throughput measurement
method

OTA

OTA

Conducted via
temporary antenna
connector
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3. The Mode-Stirred Chamber: Working Principles
and Latest Advances
3.1.

Overview

In Chapter 2 it has been shown a short overview of the main features of a MSRC,
along with the other proposed techniques. This chapter presents a more in-depth
study on the functioning mechanisms of an MSRC, as well as the evaluation of the
current state of the art as far as emulation of non-isotropic channel models is
concerned.
A MSRC is a highly conductive enclosed cavity typically equipped with metallic
paddles and turntables. The independent movement of paddles and turntables
dynamically changes the electromagnetic field boundary conditions. In this way the
natural multimode electromagnetic environment inside the single cavity is stirred.
With this continuous mode stirring in time, the chamber provides the same statistical
distribution of fields independent of location, except for those observation points in
close proximity to walls and nearby objects.
This required field uniformity also implies polarization balance in the chamber. At
any observation point within the chamber, the field will vary from a maximum to a
minimum as the different elements (stirrers and turntables) change the boundary
conditions [14]. The standard deviation of the mean field throughout the chamber is
typically the figure of merit used to assess the performance of the MSRC. In a
perfectly-stirred MSRC, the real and imaginary parts of the rectangular components of
the electric and magnetic field throughout the chamber are Gaussian distributed,
independent with identical variances. Thus, the electric or magnetic field inside a
perfectly stirred MSRC follows a single-cluster Rayleigh probability density function in
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amplitude and uniform distribution of phase, which resembles the multipath fading in
urban scenarios of wireless communications systems.
These features make the MSRC an ideal solution for antenna characterization. In
the last few years a sort of studies has been released extending the measurement
capabilities of MSRCs. Parameters like diversity gain (DG) [17], antenna efficiency [18]
[19] or MIMO capacity [20] [21] have been successfully measured using MSRCs.
Different propagation channels has been emulated as well, such as Rayleigh [22] and
Rician [23]. Even, antenna radiation pattern (which has been typically measured only in
anechoic environments) can be measured now with MSRC’s applying a time-reversal
technique [24]. Also the influence of the user over the antennas, as well as the
influence of the antennas over the user, has been studied using MSRC’s [21] [25].
If we assume that the introduction of a matched antenna does not perturb the preexisting field distribution within the chamber, the power received by this matched
antenna inside the MSRC is independent of the antenna gain, directivity, or equivalent
area [15]. This, along with the repeatability and reliability of the stochastic reference
fields emulated in the MSRC, makes them ideal candidates to evaluate antenna
radiated power for wireless communications systems. Since for handheld wireless
communications systems antenna radiated power-related parameters such as TRP and
TIS are the standardized figures of merit, MSRCs have become a popular tool for
evaluating wireless communication performance [26] [27].
Yet, propagating scenarios experienced by users outdoors rarely follow the
behaviour of a uniform Rayleigh fading scenario with single-cluster isotropic scattering.
A single-cluster assumes that waves that are reflected or diffracted at the receiver and
propagated toward the receiver are grouped into just one collection, corresponding to
a group of buildings or objects in a room. In urban environments, for instance, one can
find several buildings on both sides of the street and each of them can be modelled as
a cluster of scatters. Hence, to describe properly this scattering environment, multiple
clusters are needed. An isotropic scattering scenario, also known as uniform, assumes
that all angles of arrival at the receiver have equal probability, that is, there is no
preferred direction of upcoming waves. A distribution of scatters that leads to a
uniform distribution of angles of arrival is also difficult to justify in practice [28].
In consequence, recent years have witnessed a relatively large number of papers
describing novel concepts using more general MSRCs with both hardware and
software modifications to that of simple single-cavity MSRCs in order to overcome
their innate limitations. With those modifications, the fields do not necessarily have to
be constrained to a single cavity or even be provided in a reverberating mode to the
researcher. In consequence, MSRCs may contain more than one metal cavity that
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could be coupled through a variety of means, including waveguides, slots or metal
plates, among others. Likewise, the shape of these cavities does not have to be
restricted to the canonical ones, and additional software control and algorithms allow
extraordinary advantages to the researcher over conventional single-cavity MSRCs.

3.2.

Electromagnetic Analysis of a MSRC

Assuming a rectangular cavity of dimensions a × b × h, it is possible to express all
the propagated modes as either transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) to
any of the three coordinate axis. Therefore, it is usual notation to write all the modes
as transverse to the z direction. Then, the electric fields Elmn of the eigenmode defined
by the index l, m and n, propagating inside the metallic cavity can be written as follows
[29]
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And the cut-off frequency for a given mode can be expressed as,
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An important parameter to characterize a MSRC is the number of modes
propagating for a given frequency. In order to properly count the number of modes
that are actually propagating inside the cavity, it is necessary to take in account the
degenerated modes (with the same cut-off frequency). When none of the indexes is
equal to zero, then both TE and TM modes are propagating. On the contrary when any
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of the indexes are equal to zero, just one mode (TE or TM, depending on the index) will
propagate. Therefore, it is possible, to actually count the exact number of modes
propagating in a given cavity for a given frequency.
However, it is simpler to use some numerical approximations to perform that
estimation [29],

( )

(

)

(12)

Where c0 is the speed of light in the air (which is assumed to be the propagation
medium). This expression is valid for rectangular MSRC, and other expressions can be
found for different geometries.
The number of modes defines the frequency range where the MSRC has a certain
level of uniformity. 100 modes is commonly taken as a reference value to guarantee a
good performance. In [14], it is defined the minimum usage frequency of a MSRC as
three times the frequency of the first propagated mode.
All the formulation we have seen provides a discrete spectrum of modes
propagating in a MSRC. This is true in the case where the metallic walls of the cavity
have no losses. However, there is always a certain amount of losses in the metallic
cavity, and that allows to exist a certain modal bandwidth BWQ, making continuous the
discrete spectrum of modes [30]. Therefore, a given mode with eigenvalues l,m,n will
propagate with a finite bandwidth that can be expressed as [14],
(13)
Where
(14)
Where Q is the so called “quality Factor“or Q-factor of a MSRC. The Q-factor of a
cavity, describes the ability of the cavity to store energy. This ability is mainly
influenced by the losses in the cavity, where the dominant component of losses is in
the walls.
Therefore, the Q-factor depends mainly on three factors: dimensions of the cavity,
losses and frequency, and can be expressed as [14],
(15)
Where V is the volume of the cavity,

are respectively the efficiencies of

the trasmitting and receiving antennas,

is the wavelength, and the relation Prx/Ptx

quantifies the losses in the cavity.
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Summarizing, it has been presented in this section a short overview of the main
parameters that define the behavior of a MSRC. Number of modes, Q-factor or
minimum frequency of use can be considered as the main parameters that distinguish
a good MSRC.

3.3.

3.3.1.

OTA Measurement Procedure Using a MSRC: The Rayleigh
Distributed Environment
General Procedure

An MSRC contains a set of mode stirrers that changes the boundary conditions of
the main cavity of the chamber. The metal cavity, along with the stirrers, provides a
multi-reflective environment which is repeatable and can be statistically studied. The
repeatability and statistical nature of MSRCs make them a versatile tool for measuring
a wide variety of MIMO antenna parameters [15] [23] [28] [31] [32]. In its conventional
design, an MSRC uses a single cavity. With perfect stirring the electric or magnetic field
inside the single cavity follows a Rayleigh PDF in amplitude. This initial design has been
densely studied in the literature [20] [33] [34]. Then, the scattering parameters of a
system can be analyzed statistically, by averaging over a stirring sequence. As it has
been shown in previous sections, the number of stirring positions required depends on
the frequency, the stirring efficiency of the mode stirrers and the size and shape of the
chamber.
But to obtain these parameters, it is required the use of a vector network analyzer
(VNA) to determine the scattering parameters (S-parameters) of the different
transmitters and receivers ports, for each possible position of the stirring sequence.
The measurement procedure should be prepared for each antenna port with all the
other ports terminated in 50 Ω, and repeating the procedure with the reference
antenna so the field is the same when measuring each antenna port.
Then, the measured S parameters between the port i to the port j can be averaged
over the whole stirring sequence as follows,
̅̅̅̅

∑

(16)

Where K is the total number of stirring positions.
The result of the measured parameters represent an estimate of the channel
matrix H of the communication channel between the transmitting antennas mounted
on the MSRC walls and the MIMO receiver antennas being evaluated. The coefficients
of the channel can be represented as,
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√
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Where Tref is the channel transfer function for the reference antenna, and eref its
efficiency (which must be known). Then the estimation of the MIMO channel matrix
with N transmitting and M receiving antennas, can be expressed as,
[

]

(18)

In the following sections it will be shown how to measure some important FoMs for
antennas and wireless systems characterization, using a MSRC.
3.3.2.

Antenna Correlation

Antenna correlation is the figure-of-merit which has been commonly accepted to
be a good indicator of the MIMO performance of an antenna pair. As showed in [35],
correlation affects MIMO capacity, which is clearly decreased when antennas at the
receiver are highly correlated.
The complex correlation coefficient of two antennas can be calculated from the
complex transmission coefficients (S21) between the exciting antenna of the MSRC and
the antenna pair under test, by [36]
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where k stands for the current stirrer position, and
̅̅̅̅
-

∑

(20)

K is the total number of stirrer positions over a whole sequence of stirring
movement.

-

S21,1 is the S21 parameter between the transmission antenna and the reception
antenna number one.

-

S21,2 is the S21 parameter between the transmission antenna and the reception
antenna number two.

3.3.3.

DG

When a radio wave is observed in a steady-state over the time, it is observed that
there exists a fluctuation in the signal amplitude that can even break a wireless
connection. That effect is known as fading, and it is one of the most important effects
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in a radio propagation characterization. However, it is possible to mitigate that effect
by using more than one antenna at the receiving part of the link. This can be achieved
if the signals in each of the receiving antennas are decorrelated enough. In order to
introduce decorrelation it is possible to use several techniques, where the most
important are; spatial separation between antennas, the use of different polarizations
or introducing differences in the radiation pattern.
DG is a metric which quantifies the improvement created by the existence of more
than one antenna over a reference case. The reference case can be either a reference
antenna or one of the antennas in the system (best case is used usually), or even the
average of all antennas.
Four different schemes are mainly used to combine the signals coming from the
different receiving antennas (branches) [37],
-

Scanning diversity: this technique consist on switching between antennas, in
such a way that an antenna is selected as receiver until it drops below a
certain level, and then a selector scans the rest of antennas in a fixed
sequence to find a signal above the threshold level. This technique is simple
and usually used in systems with two antennas feeding a single receptor.
However, in complex systems it is not used, due to it relatively bad
performance compared to other methods.

-

Selection diversity: also referred as switch diversity, this technique is also a
switching technique. However, in this technique, the selector is continuously
checking the receiving signals, in such a way that the receiver has the best
signal of all antennas at every moment. This technique can be mathematically
expressed as,

{

(21)

Where aj(t) is the output signal branch of the switching system, and k denotes
the index of the branch with the maximum power at a given moment t.
-

Maximum ratio combining (MRC): this technique uses all the signals from all
the receiving antennas, in such a way that the different branches (pi) are
weighted proportionally to the conjugate of the signal voltage and the inverse
of the branch noise power. Let’s call xk the incoming signal for the kth antenna
in a system with P antennas, therefore it can be written,
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There are several definitions of DG, which vary depending on which case is used as
the reference case, since DG is the improvement obtained by using multiple antennas
instead of using the reference antenna. In the case of apparent diversity gain (ADG)
the reference is the branch or antenna that provides a stronger signal, while for the
effective diversity gain (EDG) it is a reference calibrated antenna [38].
3.3.4.

MIMO Capacity

The capacity of a system is defined as the maximum possible speed transmission,
such that the error probability is arbitrarily small. As it is showed in [39], the capacity
of a system with N transmitting and M receiving antennas, assuming that the channel
state is only known at the receiver can be expressed as a function of the channel
matrix H,

(

)

[bits/s/Hz]

(25)

Where Im is the NxM identity matrix, SNR stands for the signal-to-noise ratio
present at the channel, N is the number of transmitting antennas and HH is the
Hermitian transpose matrix of H.
The formula presented in (25) is valid for the instantaneous capacity, and therefore
it must be averaged over a whole stirring sequence when it is measured in a MSRC,

∑

(

(

) )

[bits/s/Hz]

(26)

It is worth mentioning, that for an independent and identically Rayleigh distributed
environment this capacity can be approximated to C ≈ min (N, M) log2 (SNR) [bits/s/Hz]
for high values SNR. That indicates a theoretical great potential for growth in the
number of antennas used, since for every three dB increase in SNR the improvement
leads to an increase in capacity of min(N,M) [bits/s/ Hz] [7]. This theoretical
improvement is in practice much lower, due to some effects found in real situations
that away from reality the assumption of an independent and identically Rayleigh
distributed environment.
3.3.5.

Rician k-factor

It has been showed before that the natural environment generated in a MSRC is a
Rayleigh distributed environment, where both the real and imaginary parts of the
signal follows a Gaussian distribution. This distribution resembles the distribution
typically found in multipath environments with Non Line-of-Sight (NLoS = no direct
vision between the transmitter and the receiver).
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However, that is a particular case of a more general signal distribution that can be
found in real environments, that is called Rician distribution [40], which is the
distribution found when there is Line-of-Sight (LoS = direct vision between the
transmitter and the receiver). A Rician distribution is defined by a parameter called kfactor, which is defined as the ratio between the LoS component and the NLoS
components.
According to [23] it is possible to calculate the Rician k-factor inside a MSRC from
the measured transmission scattering parameters, using the following equation,
(|̅̅̅̅̅|)
̅̅̅̅̅|
|̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(27)

Where σr is the radius of the clutter of data (as seen in Figure 8) and quantifies the
dispersion (multipath components) of the data. On the contrary, dR is the distance of
the centroid of the clutter from the origin and reflects the in-phase amplitude offset
introduced by the direct component.

Figure 8. Comparison between the scatter plots of a Rayleigh distributed S 21 measurement (left) and a
Rician distributed (right). SOURCE: [23]

3.3.6.

Data Throughput

All FoMs studied so far are aimed to characterize the passive part of a wireless
device, ie. the antenna module. However, it becomes important to characterize the
whole system, including both antennas, radio frequency amplifiers and electronics in
charge of the signal processing. For this analysis, as seen in Chapter 2, FoMs were
proposed as the TRP and TIS for single antenna systems. However, in the case of multi-
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antenna systems the most widely used FoM is the end-to-end throughput, which
quantifies the data stream (in bps) transmitted effectively throughout the whole link
(including transmitter, medium and receiver).
As it was defined in Eqs. (1) and (2), throughput is calculated from the BLER
measured value, and it stands for the time-averaged number of correctly received
transport blocks by the DUT. Throughput by itself just quantifies the amount of bits
correctly transmitted through the whole communication system, for a given state of
the system. However it is common to present throughput as a function of received
power, so it is possible to appreciate the degradation (in bps) created by the reduction
in power. An example is shown in Figure 9, where two throughput curves are
presented (same device under two different channel models).

Figure 9. Data throughput plotted as a function of the received power for a LTE device. SOURCE: [41]

3.4.

Latest Advances In Non-Isotropic Channel Emulation using
MSRCs

3.4.1.

Hardware-Based MSRCs Advances

3.4.1.1.

Rician Fading Emulation Using Directive Antennas inside the MSRC

One important enhancement on the MSRC field is related to the ability to emulate
Rician-fading environments. The Rayleigh-fading case (k = 0) typically emulated by an
MSRC is a special case of a more general Rician-fading case (k > 0). The Rician k-factor
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is defined as the ratio between the power of the coherent component (corresponding
to the direct path) over the power of the incoherent component (corresponding to the
scattered component) of the received field. In fact, when the MSRC is not perfectly
stirred, the unstirred field component being preserved defines a Rice field in
coexistence with the Rayleigh field generated by the stirred components. Stochastic
plane wave superposition and separation theories can be employed to obtain both
stirred (equivalent to NLoS or Rayleigh-fading components) and unstirred
contributions (equivalent to LoS or Rician-fading components).
Yet, in most cases the separation of these two components is aided by employing
an excitation source that is pointed toward the DUT, and then it is assumed that all
wall reflections interact with the paddles [23]. With only one transmitting antenna,
other ways of controlling the k-factor are now possible in an MSRC. This includes that
the transmitting antenna, with a well-defined radiation patter (azimuth change), can
be rotated with respect to the DUT, altering the distance between the transmitting
antenna and the DUT (distance change), changing the polarization orientation of the
transmitting antenna (polarization change), or varying the cavity’s Q-factor by chamber
loading (Q-factor change) [23].
Some variable k-factor results in [23] are illustrated in Fig. 10. If two transmitting
antennas are used, a wide range of k-factors can be obtained by pointing one of them
toward the DUT and the other one toward the stirrers [23]. Interestingly, the k-factor
obtained in a mode-stirred chamber has also been found to be dependent on the
number and position of absorbers placed within the main cavity [42].

Figure 10. Variable k-factor in a mode-stirred chamber when altering the azimuth orientation of the
transmitting antenna. SOURCE: [23].
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3.4.1.2.

Hyper-Rayleigh Fading Emulation

While Rayleigh and Rician fading are commonly used in wireless propagation
emulation, small scale fading encountered in several new scenarios such as vehicle-tovehicle systems present frequency-dependent and spatially-dependent fading whose
severity exceeds that predicted by the Rayleigh fading model. These scenarios are
coined as Hyper-Rayleigh, and a very recent paper has been able to accurately emulate
these scenarios using a modified MSRC [43]. In [43], an electrically switched multielement antenna array was added to an MSRC, and the enclosure size was made
considerably smaller than conventional MSRC for the same tested frequency range.
Figure 11 depicts the plots of signals experiencing Rayleigh, Rician, and Hyper-Rayleigh
fading scenarios in the MSRC of [43].

Figure 11. Example of Hyper-Rayleigh fading, compared to Rayleigh and Rician fading. SOURCE: [43].

3.4.1.3.

Non-Canonical Configurations

By carefully controlling the excitation source of an MSRC, the homogeneity and
isotropic characteristics of the field at a specific position can be controlled. The key to
obtain enhanced performance is the ability to shift and weight each mode within the
chamber, and an array of exciting antennas was proposed to alleviate the mechanical
requirements of MSRCs [44]. This is straightforwardly derived if one takes into account
the fact that the field strength at any observation point within the chamber can be
obtained by the integration in the source.
Changing the sources therefore changes the resulting field strengths. This
particularly useful advance has even made researchers coin new terms for MSRCs,
such as scatter-field chamber or source-stirred chamber, among others. In order to
excite additional transversal electromagnetic modes, other non-canonical chamber
configurations have been proposed. By exciting the chamber with transmission lines
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[45], for example, new transverse electric magnetic (TEM) modes that are transversal
to those wires can be excited, further increasing the frequency range of operation. In
particular, for the same cavity size, the lowest usable frequency becomes smaller.
Different wire and phase shift excitations are also possible. Other noncanonical
configurations include those contributions that employ a variable geometry, a moving
wall [46], or non-parallel walls [47]. In such non-canonical MSRCs no eigenmodes exist
and a diffuse, statistically uniform field is created without the use of a mechanical
mode stirrer. As a result, test times can be drastically reduced.
One recent contribution for enhanced emulation using MSRCs is the opening of the
door [48]. The aperture of the door transforms one wall that was perfectly electric into
a perfectly magnetic wall, but at the same time with a varying aperture degree. Some
modes will try to propagate through the opening, and therefore the chamber can no
longer be called a reverberation chamber as both reverberating and non-reverberating
modes exist. In this way, non-isotropic fading emulation can also be performed using a
mode-stirred chamber, providing for a different number of multipath components
(MPC), AoA or AS of the emulated scenarios.
Furthermore, the opening of the door can be used for enhancing the accuracy of
the chamber for performing antenna radiated power measurements by a more
accurate characterization of losses in the chamber by this opening of an aperture [15].
With the available manipulation of diverse spatial fading multipath characteristics
using MSRCs, another important step was the ability to control the time-dependent
fading performance by being able to emulate variable root-mean square (RMS) DS.
Effects such as Doppler spread and fading, which are a consequence of a dynamically
moving environment, can also be emulated inside an MSRC by moving the paddles
with different speeds or using them in stepped or non-linear modes. With the use of
absorbers in [49], different RMS DS profiles can also be achieved. The ensemble
average of the magnitude squared of the impulse response of the MSRC is referred to
as the PDP and it is the way to include effects due to time-varying multipath. The
shape of the PDP can have adverse effects on the performance of digital
communication systems. The RMS DS of the PDP is often used to characterize a
wireless communication environment because it is directly related to the BER
performance of a channel.
The BER is an end-to-end performance measurement that quantifies the reliability
of the entire radio system from bits in to bits out. Standardized channel models are
typically characterized by RMS DS. As the RMS delay spread in an MSRC has been
found to be proportional to the chamber Q-factor for a given frequency, this is yet
another sign that very accurate standardized channel fading emulation is possible with
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MSRCs. This includes emulating the behaviour of the BER for different stirrer velocities
[50] [51] and chamber loadings [49] [51], as illustrated in Fig. 12 [49].

Figure 12. Different PDPs (left) and BER (right) measured using an MSRC. SOURCE: [49].

3.4.1.4.

MSRC’s With Multiple Cavities

Another important advance is the use of multiple cavities in order to provide for
some control of a complex multipath environment consisting on diverse clusters with
different fading characteristics. A possibility is to use a metal plate with different-size
irises separating two cavities. This can give some control over which modes are
coupled to the main cavity and also enlarge the delay spread at the main cavity in
comparison to single-cavity MSRCs [48]. Another possibility is to connect two cavities
with waveguides or wires [52], as illustrated in Figure 13. With this modification, the
rank channel can be altered, and complex MIMO fading characteristics such keyholes
can also be emulated. This enriches the emulating possibilities of MSRC, which now
include the ability to emulate degenerated H matrices as it happens in tunnels, for
example.
With multiple cavities, not only the propagation characteristics of the transmitter
and receiver can be modified independently, but MSRCs with multiple cavities can also
reduce the typically high elevation angular spread of traditional single cavity MSRCs.
Variable RMS DS have also been obtained with coupled cavities, which have
demonstrated their ability to emulate indoor environments, wideband in-vehicle
environments [53], or metallic windows, tree canopies, walls and other artefacts in
buildings [54]. Interestingly enough, it has been found that for a typical metal-framed
window structure, the MIMO capacity is greater than that without metal frames. For
an 8 x8 antenna system, the MIMO capacity is increased by about 2.5 times when
metal frames are introduced, and the presence of leaves increases that capacity even
more when the transmitted power is kept constant [54]. These enhancements have
paved the way for new MSRC testbeds for MIMO systems able to emulate
standardized fading channels.
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3.4.2.

Software-Based MSRC’s Advances

3.4.2.1.

Time-Reversal Techniques

Until this point, there have been presented a number of hardware modifications
that extend the measurement capabilities of the MSRCs. However in [24] a different
approach is proposed: make a software post-processing of the measured signal so that
it is possible to get free space conditions, avoiding reflections produced in the walls of
the cavity metal. This technique is defined as time-reversal, and is used in [24] to
measure the antenna radiation pattern.
The proposed technique based on the field distribution within the MSRC generated
when a DUT is excited with pulsed signal, behaves in a short period of time as if the
propagation will be held in free space (as the signal has not yet interacted with the
metallic walls). The proposed setup is shown in Fig. 15,

Figure 15. Setup for time-reversal measurements in a MSRC. SOURCE: [24].

The basic procedure consists in three steps:
-

Virtual-probe array calibration: first of all it is necessary to calibrate the
propagation environment in the MSRC. To do that, the channel matrix
between the virtual-probe array (as shown in Figure 15) and the time-reversal
mirror (TRM) antennas, must be carefully evaluated. Therefore, channel
coefficients hij, between the ith virtual-probe antenna and the jth TRM antenna
is known.

-

DUT excitation with a pulsed signal and measurement with the TRM antennas:
this part is actually the measurement part of the process. The virtual-probe
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array is extracted from the MSRC, and then the DUT is excited with a pulsed
signal (x(t)) that satisfies the pulse time to be T<d/(2co) , where d is the
shortest lateral dimension of the cavity, and co is the speed of light in air, in
order to actually emulate the free-space condition. The received signals y(t) at
the TRM antennas are then stored.
-

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the measured signals: finally, as the channel
matrix is known, it is possible in the Fourier domain to calculate the signal that
the virtual-probe array would have captured if it were present during the
measurement (that is why is called virtual). Therefore, it is possible to express
the virtual signals around the DUT as:
( )

∑

( )

( )

(28)

Then, after reconversion to the time domain, s(t) must be applied a rectangular or
gating function to avoid any component outside the free space time window.
Summarizing, with this technique it has been shown the possibility of
characterization of antennas in free space using MSRCs, in addition to the traditionally
used anechoic chambers. FoMs as the radiation pattern can be measure accurately,
just using a FFT-based post-processing algorithm applied to a measurement performed
in a MSRC.

3.5.

Conclusions

In the last few years, different advances have made MSRCs to solve the inherent
limitations of conventional single-cavity MSRC for wireless communication
performance evaluation. It is now clear that MSRCs have considerably improved the
Clarke’s model followed by conventional single-cavity MSRCs.
However, the proposed methods to extend the emulation capabilities of MSRC’s
from the naturally emulated Rayleigh distribution are still difficult to control since they
require complex hardware modifications in the main cavity. Thus, it justifies the need
to extend the emulation capabilities of the MSRC to complex environment through the
use of software techniques, which will be studied in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
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4. The MIMO Propagation Channel Model for Wireless
Devices Testing
4.1.

Overview

4.1.1.

The MIMO Channel Model

The MIMO propagation channel can be modelled from a theoretical point of view,
seeing it as a linear filter, and therefore uniquely characterized by its impulse response
h(τ), which is a function of delay. If both transmitter and receiver antennas, and the
elements that cause multipath reflections are static, then the channel impulse
response is static. However, the usual case is that both the antennas and surrounding
objects are moving, and therefore the impulse response is time-variant (h (t, τ)) [56].
The channel impulse response groups the effect of the transmitting antenna, plus
the propagation channel, plus the receiving antenna. A change in any of the antennas,
thereby changes the impulse response. However, the physical propagation channel
remains constant. This physical channel propagation, independent of the antenna (and
thus the system) can be characterized by the so-called double-directional impulse
response.

(

)

(

∫ ∫

) (

)

(

)

(29)

Where φT represents the angle (and therefore the direction) where the
transmitting antenna radiates, φR represents the incoming angle of the wave at the
receiving position, and gR(φR) and gT(φT) are the complex gains of the antennas. Then
integral sums the radiation of the whole system over all the possible directions.
Assuming a finite K number of paths, transforms the integral in a summation, with
the consequent reduction in complexity.
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(30)
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The impulse response described above is applicable to single polarized antennas. A
more general case is when both transmitting and receiving antennas are dual
polarized. Then we can write a matrix of impulse responses with all the possible
combinations between polarisations.

(

)

(
(

[

)
)

(
(

)
]
)

(31)

Everything we have seen so far is valid for the case where there is only one antenna
in the transmitting part, and another one in reception (SISO). However, to describe the
full MIMO channel, we need to characterize the impulse response of all possible
combinations of antennas. Thus, for the general case of M transmitters and N receiving
antennas, the MIMO channel is characterized by an MxN dimension matrix, which
includes all the double-directional impulse responses for all the single antenna
combinations.
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)
)
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)

]

(32)

where hnm(t, τ) represents the time-variant impulse response between the input of
the mth transmit antenna and the output of the nth receive antenna. If polarization
diversity is present on the antennas, then each impulse response hnm(t, τ) must be
substituted by the 2x2 matrix defined in eq. (31)
A definition of the appropriate MIMO channel matrix (including the propagation
impulse response) to be used during wireless devices characterization has been a hot
topic for research in the wireless industry over the last years, and nowadays it is still
not clear what are the most significant propagation environments in which devices
should be analysed. Moreover, the ability to perform such tests in a controlled lab
environment rather than in drive tests in actual environments is attracting interest.
Drive tests suffer from high costs and poor repeatability, drawbacks which can be
eliminated if the same tests can be performed in a lab. For that reason, there exist a
number of channel models that have been proposed. In the next section it is shown a
short classification of them.
4.1.2.

Channel Model Classification

A remarkable study on the different cannel models is presented in [57]. According
to this study, channel models can be separated in two main categories (shown in
Figure 16), depending on whether they include or not the antenna properties of the
system. Below it is shortly described each of these two categories:
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-

Physical channel models characterize the propagation environment from an
electromagnetic point of view. To this end, by propagation theory of
electromagnetic waves, the bidirectional propagation channel that connects
the positions of the transmitter and receiver is described. Thus, they are
evaluated parameters inherent to the physical channel (regardless of
transmitter or receiver systems) as the complex amplitude, DS, the AoA or
AoD. This type of channel models is independent of parameters such as
antenna radiation pattern, number of antennas, polarization... Channel
models based on ray tracing, or the extension of Saleh-Valenzuela, are
examples of this type of models.

-

Analytical channel models, approach the problem from another perspective.
What they do is to characterize the transfer function between the
transmitters and receivers antennas, individually. Thus, the analysis is not in
terms of electromagnetic wave propagation. On the contrary it produces a
matrix that groups MIMO impulse responses of all possible combinations of
antennas. Other authors propose to perform this characterization of the
channel matrix using the correlation between the different antennas. [58] [59]

Apart from the models listed in the above categories, some international
organizations have proposed a number of channel models for the purpose of
comparing different wireless systems in order to define some reproducible conditions.
These models are based on field measurements made in real environments such as
streets, indoors and rural environments [10] [11] [12] [13] [60]. The objective of this
type of models is to clearly define a reference environment where wireless devices can
be tested the same way in different laboratories and with different methodologies.
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Figure 16. Overview of the different types of cannel models currently used. SOURCE: [57]

4.2.
4.2.1.

Standardized Channel Models Commonly Used in Industry
3GPP Spatial Channel Model (SCM)

The SCM family of channel models was developed by 3GPP in order to satisfy the
need of channel models serve as reference for measurements in outdoors. Three
scenarios are defined, which aim to simulate the most typical use conditions of use
that are experienced under real situations.
-"Urban macrocell" simulates the scenario where a user is in a very reflective
(urban) environment, but where there is a certain distance to the BS.
-"Suburban macrocell" simulates the case where the user is in a non-reflective
(suburban or rural) scenario, and therefore the direct component prevails over the
reflected components.
-"Urban microcell" simulates the case where a user in a reflective scenario and is
being serviced by a BS located within walking distance of it (typical of a microcell).
SCM models are used so that the system simulation is performed as a sequence of
drops, where a drop is a run of the channel model during a very short time. The
duration is short enough, so that it can be assumed that the AS, mean AoA, DS and
shadowing are constant throughout the drop. These models have a geometric and a
stochastic component. The geometric component is that the position of the DUT with
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respect to the BS, the orientation of the antennas and the direction of motion, are
calculated randomly at the beginning of each drop.
The three models consist of 6 main multipath components. However, both the
delay and the power of each component are calculated stochastically according to the
probability density function associated with each variable. The angular dispersion
implementation is performed by introducing 20 subpaths for each of the 6 main
components, with the same delay than those but different DoA.
The SCM model also incorporates additional features such as the incorporation of
the polarization of the antennas, a far scatterer clusters effect (which represents the
bad-urban case where additional clusters are seen in the environment), a LoS case for
the urban microcell scenario, and an additional angular distribution at the DUT
position emulating a urban street canyon scenario.
The shortcomings of this model are mainly three. Firstly, it is not supposed to work
for higher bandwidths than 5 MHz, so it is not suitable for the new coming 4G
standards, which use up to 20 MHz. Secondly, the SCM model was designed for a
CDMA systems working at 2GHz, so accuracy is not guaranteed for other frequency
bands. Finally, the Rician k-factor emulating the LoS effect at the receiver position can
only be introduced for the microcell case. In order to overcome those limitations the
extended SCM (SCME [11]) models were proposed.
4.2.2.

Extended 3GPP Spatial Channel Model (SCME).

The SCME model proposed the extension of some of the parameters proposed by
the SCM model, maintaining the basic idea of the original models. With the arrival of
the 4G standards, an extension of the channel bandwidth applicability is required to
the channel model. The SCME model proposes to add intra-path DS following a onesided exponential function. This approach is based in the methodology proposed by
Saleh and Valenzuela [61] for the modeling of indoor environments.
Another important extension included in the SCME model is the calculation of the
pathloss, in order to extend the frequency applicability to the 5 GHz band. The SCM
path-loss model is based on the COST-Hata- Model [62] for Suburban and Urban Macro
and the COST-Walfish-Ikegami-Model (COST-WI) [62]. Instead, the SCME model
proposes the use of the COST-WI model approximation for all the scenarios, due to its
distance range (0.02-5 km) is more appropriate to the current standards use. (The Hata
Model was calculated for GSM with a distance range of up to 20 Kms) The proposed
parameters for the different scenarios are:
-

BS antenna height: Macro 32 m, Micro 10 m;
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-

Building height: Urban 12 m, Suburban 9 m;

-

Building to building distance: 50 m, street width: 25 m,

-

DUT antenna height: 1.5 m,

-

Orientation: 30° for all paths,

-

“Macro” scenarios: medium sized city / suburban centers,

-

“Micro” scenarios: metropolitan.

The applicability of the LoS (or Rician k-factor) to all the environments is crucial in
order to properly emulate some environments where the direct component is
prevailing over the reflected part of the signal. The calculation of the k-factor is done
according to the models described in [63]. Used parameters in the SCME model are; BS
heights of approximately 20 m, DUT antenna height 1.5 m, DUT beam-width: 360°, and
selection of season: summer, which results in the following equation:
k = 15.4 - 5.0 log10(d)

(33)

where d is the BS-DUT distance in m, and k is in dB.
Finally, an important characteristic proposed by the SCME model is the
incorporation of a fixed set of delay taps and angular parameters, instead of the
stochastic FDP estimation proposed in the original SCM. This extension is especially
important for some methodologies, since it allows an important reduction in the
complexity of the equipment. Proposed values are shown in Table 6.
TABLE 6. MOST RELEVANT PARAMETERS IN THE SCME CANNEL MODELS. SOURCE: [11]

4.2.3.

WINNER channel models

The Winner Channel models [12] [13] emerged with the aim of solving the
problems presented by the SCM models, as well as to add more usage scenarios, to
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overcome the difficulties to evaluate all possible usage scenarios with only the three
scenarios proposed by SCM. These models are designed using a geometry-based
stochastic channel modeling approach, which allows creating of an arbitrary double
directional radio channel model. The channel models are antenna independent (since
it is a physical model). As well as in the SCM models, the channel parameters are
determined stochastically, based on statistical distributions extracted from channel
measurement.
In the phase I of the WINNER project, they proposed a generic model based on the
same principles than SCM models, but extending the bandwidth and the number of
scenarios (six in total). The model implements a ray-based double-directional model
multi-link independent of the antenna, which makes the model scalable and capable of
modeling MIMO channels. The model was taken from a measurement campaign at 2
and 5 GHz The following propagation models were defined:
-

Indoor.

-

Typical urban micro-cell.

-

Typical urban macro-cell.

-

Sub-urban macro-cell.

-

Rural macro -cell.

-

Stationary feeder link.

In phase II of the WINNER project, they made some extensions to the original
WINNER models. One of the most important is the extension of the frequency range
used so that channel models are applicable in the range 2-6 GHz. There were also
added more scenarios, based on measurement campaigns, for a total of 13. The
covered propagation scenarios are:
-

A1 – Indoor office

-

A2 – Indoor to outdoor

-

B1 – Urban micro-cell

-

B2 – Bad Urban micro-cell

-

B3 – Indoor hotspot

-

B4 – Outdoor to indoor

-

B5 – Stationary Feeder

-

C1 – Suburban macro-cell
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-

C2 – Urban macro-cell

-

C3 – Bad urban macro-cell

-

C4 – Urban macro outdoor to indoor

-

D1 – Rural macro-cell

-

D2 – Moving networks

WINNER II models also add features such as the extension of the AoA in elevation
plane, the possibility of incorporating a LoS component to each of the 13 scenarios and
the inclusion of polarization in the channel model. The models are scalable from a SISO
or MIMO link to a multi-link MIMO scenario. This family of models can be applied to
any wireless system operating in the frequency bands covered by the 2-6 GHz range,
with up to 100 MHz bandwidth.
There is a dependency of the models with frequency, due to the pathlosses. For
WINNER models, the pathlosses model was obtained from a measurement campaign
at 2 and 5 GHz, as well as using some results obtained in the literature (like OkumuraHata model), and therefore it is necessary to perform a frequency scale of the losses
for the remaining frequencies in the range 2-6 GHz. The general formula for the
pathloss calculation is:
( [ ])

(

[

]

)

(34)

where d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver in [m], fc is the
system frequency in [GHz], the fitting parameter A includes the path-loss exponent,
parameter B is the intercept, parameter C describes the path loss frequency
dependence, and X is an optional environment-specific term.
Another interesting feature of WINNER channel models is the ability to extend the
13 models proposed between LoS and NLoS conditions. This option allows introducing
a Rician k-factor to any of these scenarios, modeling situations in which the rest of the
channel settings remain constant, but the condition of visibility does not. For example,
in the A1(indoor) and B1 (urban microcell) scenarios, transitions from LoS to NLoS can
occur as a result of the MS turning from the corridor or street in which the BS is
located into a perpendicular corridor or street.
As it happened with the SCM channel, it was soon identified the need for simplified
versions, to facilitate the application of models to specific measurement
methodologies with a reasonable level of complexity. In the simplified model each
cluster is composed of 20 rays with fixed offset angles and identical power, and the
same or close delay. In the case of cluster where a ray of dominant power exists (LoS
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case), the cluster has 20+1 rays. This dominant ray has a zero angle offset. Each MPC
has a varying phase, but has fixed AoA and AoD offsets.
The simplified models offer well-defined radio channels with fixed parameters to
obtain comparable simulation results with relatively non-complicated channel models.
In Table 7 it is shown the A1(indoor) WINNER II simplified channel model.
TABLE 7. A1 LOS SIMPLIFIED WINNER II CANNEL MODEL PARAMETERS. SOURCE: [13]

4.3.
4.3.1.

Most Relevant Channel Model Parameters for OTA Testing.
Power Delay Profile and Delay Spread.

As we have seen, a wireless channel can be described by its double-directional
impulse response h(t,τ). This response is time variant, so a good way to have a static
characterization of the channel model can be done by performing the integral over
time of the impulse response. The result obtained after integration is the PDP, which
contains information about the delay experienced by the signal as a consequence of
the propagating environment. The PDP can be obtained as follows [64]:

∫ | (

( )

)|

(35)

As PDP is a function, it is not a convenient parameter for comparison or quick
measurement. Instead the normalized second-order central moment is used (which is
the root mean square delay spread),

( )

√

∫
∫

( )
( )

̅

(36)
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Where τ is the PDP mean value,

̅

( )

∫

( )

∫

(37)

The rms DS has attracted much interest in the channel model characterization,
since some studies has demonstrated that under some circumstances there is a strong
relation between error probability and the delay dispersion. That makes this
parameter very important for the channel model characterization, when those
channels are intended to be used with active wireless devices, since delay dispersion
has a strong impact on the ability of the system to properly demodulate a signal.
Many channel models are defined by the summation of several delay taps (Dirac
deltas) for each of the multipath components reaching the receiver. However, many
studies confirm that the shape of these taps is not a Dirac delta but follows an
exponential model. Thus a delay component centered in the time τ0, can be modeled
as:

( )

{

(

(

)

)

(38)

Where DSrms is referred to the rms DS created by the multipath cluster situated in
τ 0.
Some rms DS values found in the literature are [64]
-

Indoor residential buildings: 5- 30 ns.

-

Indoor office environments: 10-300 ns.

-

Factories and airport halls: 50 to 200 ns.

-

Microcells: 5–100 ns (for LoS situations) to 100–500 ns (for NLoS).

-

Tunnels and mines: 20-100 ns.

-

Typical urban and suburban environments: these show delay spreads between
100 ns 3μs.

-

Bad urban and hilly terrain environments: up to 50μs.

These values show the big differences that can be found in real environments, and
justifies the importance of a proper definition of channel models, in order to prevent
bad behaviors of wireless systems in real environments.
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4.3.2.

Fading Signal Strength Distribution

The statistical behaviour of the fading experienced by an electromagnetic signal in
real environments represents an important tool for analysing and designing wireless
systems. As shown in [64], in an electromagnetic environment with limited noise, the
behaviour of the system is determined by the received field strength. The field
strength has a stochastic behaviour, and therefore must be analysed in statistical
terms. Thus the PDF, both in the field amplitude, and phase, is one of the most
important parameters when characterizing the fading of an environment.
However, an environment that has good statistically speaking conditions (large
mean field strength), does not mean that it will be possible to maintain the
communication established at every moment. To quantify this, it is also used the CDF,
which represents the probability that the signal level does not drop below a certain
value. The CDF can be easily obtained by the undefined integral of the PDF, for a given
fading function.
4.3.2.1.

Rayleigh

The most typical statistical behaviour that we find in real multipath environments
(especially in urban and indoor cases), is that one where both amplitude and phase
follows a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, it is possible to mathematically
demonstrate that a variable with amplitude r and phase γ follows a distribution [64]:

(

)

{

(

)
(39)

As it can be appreciated, there is no dependency with the phase, so the phase is
uniform distributed in the range 0-2π.
Some of the advantages of this distribution model for wireless systems are, for
example, that depends only on one parameter r (directly related to the received mean
power), which greatly facilitates the modelling of real channels with this distribution.
This type of field distribution is also the fading distribution naturally generated by a
conventional MSRC, which has also greatly extended the use of this model.
4.3.2.2.

Rician

If we introduce a LoS component a Rayleigh distributed environment, it is obtained
the so-called Rician distribution [40]. In that case, the real part of signal follows a nonzero-mean Gaussian distribution, while the phase follows a zero-mean Gaussian
distribution. That can be written as:
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(

)

( )

(

{

)
(40)

where A is the amplitude of the LoS component.
It is possible to isolate amplitude and phase from each other, as it is showed in
[64].
-

Amplitude PDF:
( )

(

)

( )

(41)

Where I0(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, zero order.
-

Phase PDF:
( )

√

( )

( )(

[√

( )]

(42)

where k is the ratio of power between the LoS component and the scattered
component, commonly known as Rician k-factor,
(43)
erf(x) is the error function
( )
4.3.2.3.

( )∫

(

√

)

(44)

Nakagami

Another function that is commonly used in the emulation of wide band channel
models is the Nakagami distribution [65].
( )

( )

( )

(

)

(45)

Where Г(m) is the Euler’s Gamma function, and the parameter m is,
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅)
(

(46)

Being Ω the mean square value of r.
Nakagami and Rician distributions are quite similar in shape, but the main
difference they present is that Nakagami model fits better some Ultra Wide Band
(UWB) channels [66], while Rician model is more appropriate for environments with
LoS.
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However it is shown in [64] that there exists a direct relation to approximate a
Rician model from a Nakagami or vice-versa:
(

)

(

(47)

)
√

(48)

√

4.3.2.4.

Lognormal

Another signal distribution that has been observed in some real environments,
such as UWB channels [66] and “On-Body” channels for personal area networks (PAN)
[67] is the log-normal distribution, which is a density function which presents a
Gaussian shape when plotted in a logarithmic scale. The PDF is given by [64],
( )

(
√

)

*

(

( )

)

+

(49)

Where σ is the standard deviation and μdB is the mean of the values of r expressed
in dB. Typical measured values of σ go from 4 to 10 dB.
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5. Study on the Effect of User Presence over Wireless
Devices Performance.
5.1.

Influence Analysis over Passive Antenna Parameters

User influence over multiple antenna device performance has been a topic for
research in the last few years, since it is well known that a user in the vicinity of a
wireless device affects the propagation conditions that the device is experiencing. This
effect is well known for SISO communications, consisting of a degradation of radiation
performance due to the losses introduced by the user. This effect is usually quantified
by the changes in radiation efficiency and absorbed power [68].
In spite of this knowledge, it is still not clear what the consequences are when it
comes to multiple antenna devices, since those base their enhanced capabilities on a
rich field distribution in terms of signal paths. Numerous studies have been performed
over the last years, agreeing to the fact that the effect of the human body is more
complex in MIMO terminals than in traditional ones [21] [69] [70] [71]. Depending on
the antenna design and user influence, both increase and decrease of correlation and
DG can be found in the literature [72].
In this chapter the performance of different handsets is analysed. All the handsets
used within this study consist of two antennas, in order to implement diversity at the
receiving terminal end of the link (SIMO – Single Input Multiple Output). This SIMO
configuration is relevant for this study since it is one of the normal OTA test cases for
the new communication standards (HSDPA and LTE).
Four different handsets are used for this study. Two of them work at low frequency
(700-780 MHz) and the other two work at a higher frequency (2620-2690 MHz). For
each band, there is one handset with a good antenna solution and the other one has
been designed on purpose to have a bad MIMO behaviour.
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Two samples of the same handset model are used with dimensions 115 mm × 65
mm, working at 700 MHz. The two test objects are referred to as Prototype A and
Prototype B. Prototype A has 2 monopole antennas located at each short side of the
handset. The two monopoles excite the chassis in the same way, so high correlation is
expected. Prototype B includes one monopole located at one of the short sides of the
handset, and a notch antenna located along the long side of it. These two antennas
excite the chassis in a different way, and consequently, correlation is lower.
Two terminal antenna models are used with dimensions 100 mm × 40 mm, working
at 2600 MHz. The two test objects are referred to as Prototype C and Prototype D.
Both Prototype C and Prototype D, consist of a ground plane and two Planar Inverted F
Antennas (PIFA) fed by coaxial cables. Prototype C is designed to have high correlation
on purpose, by slightly connecting the patches of the two single PIFA antennas.
Measurements were carried out using a MSRC (length 3 m, width 2.45 m, and
height 2.45 m) located at SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden, Borås, Sweden.
The MSRC comprises an electronically controlled turn table, as well as a rotational zigzag stirrer placed in a corner of the metallic cavity. The MSRC shielding effectiveness of
this MSRC is 100 dB. The proposed setup is shown in Figure 17.
Stirring Paddle
Control PC

Ant. 1

Ant. 2

Network

1X2 RF Switch

Exciting Antenna

Figure 17. Scheme of the MSRC setup.

Three different scenarios (no user, head phantom and real person) are used to
simulate different effects of the user on the radiation performance of the antennas.
No user scenario is the classical scenario generated in a MSRC, with an isotropic
and Rayleigh distributed field strength at the device. In this scenario the antennas
under test were placed over a low loss dielectric foam piece, in order to avoid as much
as possible the effect of the holder.
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Head phantom is the commonly used scenario to estimate the behaviour of a
device including user influence, that is, device attached to the cheek of the phantom
and aligned between the ear point and the mouth point (Fig. 18).

Figure 18. Measurement setup with the presence of the head phantom and the device placed in talk
position.

Real Person scenario is performed with the introduction of a real person inside the
chamber, holding the device with the hand simulating talk position, in the same way as
in the Head Phantom scenario. The person is sitting on a chair placed in the centre of
the chamber, in order to have the antenna in a similar place than in the other
scenarios.
No User is used as a reference case. This scenario, although useful, is not intended
to be realistic. With the introduction of a head phantom, the effect of the user head on
the antenna is included. The head phantom affects the close environment of the
antenna, but it is still an intermediate approach to a real user influence simulation,
since a head phantom does not block all the incident waves that a real person would.
This is the motivation of the Real Person scenario.
5.1.1.

Correlation

For the purpose of these measurements, a stirring sequence of 400 positions is
selected (100 stirrer position × 4 turn table positions), and the number of points of the
VNA used to perform the S21 measurements is set to 401. Equation seen in Chapter 3
for antenna correlation is applicable.
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In total, the number of measurements is: [3 scenarios × 100 stirrer positions × 4
turn table positions × 401 frequency points =481200 samples]. The measurement of
each of the scenarios took about 40 minutes, for each dual antenna. Some problems
were detected due to the decorrelation introduced by the cables connected to the
antennas. In order to avoid those problems, a RF switch is introduced between one of
the connectors of the vector network analyzer and the antennas under test, so the S21
can be measured for the two receiving antennas without changing the position of the
cables.
Figs. 19 and 20 show the different correlation values obtained under the three
different user influence scenarios, for antennas at both bands.
No User
1
0.5
0
0.7

0.71

0.72

0.73

0.74

0.75

0.76

0.77

0.78
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0.76

0.77

0.78

0.73
0.74
0.75
Frequency (GHz)

0.76

0.77

0.78

Head Phantom
1
0.5
0
0.7

0.71

0.72

0.73

0.74
Real Person

1
0.5
0
0.7

0.71

0.72

Figure 19. Correlation of the 700 MHz band devices for the three different scenarios. The dotted
line corresponds to Prototype A; solid line represents Prototype B.
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Figure 20. Correlation of the 2600 MHz band devices for the three different scenarios. The dotted
line corresponds to Prototype C; solid line represents Prototype D.

TABLE 8. CORRELATION RESULTS (MEAN)
Band
700 MHz
2600 MHz

Prototype
A

No User
0.68

Head Phantom
0.67

Real Person
0.52

B
C

0.30
0.88

0.38
0.88

0.50
0.76

D

0.25

0.34

0.33

TABLE 9. CORRELATION RESULTS (STANDARD DEVIATION)
Band
700 MHz
2600 MHz

Prototype
A

No User
0.100

Head Phantom
0.051

Real Person
0.133

B

0.155

0.127

0.164

C

0.026

0.031

0.058

D

0.068

0.065

0.126

Correlation is clearly affected by the presence of the user. While the handsets
present a well-recognized low and high correlation behaviour in the No User scenario,
this difference becomes smaller as the presence of the user is more significant.
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It is also worth noticing the different impact depending on the frequency. Even
though the effect is important at the higher frequency, it has a dramatic impact at the
700 MHz band, where correlation becomes very similar in both test objects, and with
large variations over the band.
5.1.2.

DG

DG is one of the most recognized figures-of-merit when evaluating multiple
antenna terminals. DG quantifies the improvement created by the existence of more
than one antenna over a reference case. In this study, there is not used a reference
antenna, instead each of the two receiving antennas are used as a reference (so there
are two DG values for each prototype and scenario).
Several schemes can be used to combine the signals coming from the two
antennas. Since the prototypes and antennas used in this study are intended to be part
of complex wireless devices, the MRC [37] [73] scheme is used, which is common for
these kind of devices. Thus, the compound signal can be expressed as,
S 21,c 

2

S 21,1  S 21, 2

2

(50)

After this, DG can be calculated at the 99% signal reliability levels, according to,
S
21,c , 99%
DGk  10 * log 10 
 S 21,k ,99%

2
2






[dB]

(51)

where two values are calculated (k=1 and k=2) with each of the two antennas
serving as the non-diversity reference case. The reason for doing this, rather than using
one specific antenna as the reference, is that we hereby avoid assuming which
antenna would be used in a non-diversity case.
Table 10 shows the performance of the devices for a signal reliability of 1%.
Efficiency of antennas is not taken in account for the DG calculations, which means
that ADG is calculated [74] [75].

TABLE 10. APPARENT DIVERSITY GAIN RESULTS (DECIBELS).
Band

700 MHz

Prototype

k

No User

Head Phantom

Real Person

1

6.38

6.98

6.71

2

6.68

7.01

6.89

A
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1

8.21

8.40

7.35

2

8.37

8.51

7.44

1

5.52

5.75

7.28

2

5.63

5.77

7.40

1

8.76

8.10

8.38

2

8.88

8.23

8.41

B

C
2600 MHz
D

In Table 10, ADG results in dB are presented for the different scenarios. Low
correlation handsets present a reduction in diversity gain when the user influence
becomes more important. The effect is the opposite for the high correlated handsets.
The changes in the real user scenario are more pronounced than those produced
on stage with the head phantom. This is because the head phantom represents an
average user and the actual users have their own characteristics, given the results we
can guess that each terminal will behave differently depending on the end user. It can
therefore be interesting to model different real users.
This effect is in line with the correlation that both devices present under the three
different scenarios. As we have seen before, the correlation between antennas is
decreased in high correlated devices when they are under user influence. This effect
can actually lead to a better MIMO performance of the device under user influence,
compared to the performance the device has under No User scenario. Even more so,
we can see how the DG results become very similar for both bad and good devices, in
the case of a real person influence. It then seems that the real effect of a user on DG is
the equalization of device performance, and not necessarily deterioration.

5.2.

Influence Analysis over Active Wireless Devices

5.2.1.

HSDPA Data Throughput

5.2.1.1.

OTA Measurements

Some studies have already been published analyzing HSDPA devices in real
conditions, but they focus their attention on evaluating the communication standard
more than evaluating the device behaviour [76] [77] [78] [79]. In [80], HSDPA
performance is evaluated for some different antenna schemes using two dipoles.
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However, there is a lack of studies evaluating commercial devices under real channel
conditions.
In this section it is performed a study to characterize how the user influence affects
the final performance of a real HSDPA device in terms of data throughput. As in active
devices the channel model has very important impact on the device performance,
measurements are repeated in two different channel models based on the WINNER II
models defined in Chapter 4.
User influence on antenna properties is one of the most important causes
degrading the throughput performance of a given DUT [72] [81] [82] [71]. The first part
of the study focuses on the models without any influence of the user. In the second
part, the study incorporates the effect that the user has on the performance of the
device, and considers whether or not this effect is similar for different channel models.
In this study we demonstrate how some of these realistic channel models can be
implemented in measurements using a MPS, which is an anechoic chamber based
technique (as seen in chapter 2). This technique is used, because it is one of the most
accepted technologies to implement spatial channel models, since they allow to
carefully controlling the angles of the incoming paths. Two different channel models
are studied based on the Winner II models, as defined in [13].
The novelty in the presented work compared to previous work is both the
implementation of channel models in the MPS, rather than using a uniform signal
distribution, and the use of a real person in an MPS for representation of user
influence.
The MPS used during this study [83] [84] [85] [86] comprises 16 antennas (8
vertically and 8 horizontally polarized) surrounding DUT. Each signal path has different
delay and power level as well as a phase shifter that allows emulation of Doppler shift
and thereby also fast fading. The whole array is placed in an anechoic chamber. As the
MPS is not bi-directional, another antenna is placed inside the anechoic chamber to
maintain the uplink part of the communication.
A commercial mobile phone is used for this study. The device has HSDPA category 8
capability, and H-Set 3 reference channel and Level Set 3 should be used to perform
this study, according to the definition in [6]. 16-QAM modulation is used due to its
higher sensitivity to fading conditions, compared with QPSK. Other testing conditions
are extracted from [8].
The FoM for current and future cellular standards (HSDPA, LTE…) is commonly
accepted to be the throughput, which stands for the total data flow over a given time,
and which is usually measured in bits per second (bps). Measurements are carried out
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using a Rohde&Schwarz CMU-200 BSE. Channel 10562 of HSDPA Band I is used (2110
MHz).
Downlink performance degradation under fading conditions is measured by the
BLER. BLER is estimated according to the definition in [6], and gives, together with the
maximum throughput, the actual throughput.
5.2.1.2.

Winner II Channel Models Implementation

This work includes implementing realistic channel models to the MPS. In this work
we have used two of the Winner II models seen in Chapter 4, the B1LoS Urban MicroCell and the C2NLoS Urban Macro-Cell.
The MPS used in this work has 16 antennas and 8 delay taps. The delay taps are
chosen from a fixed set of optical fibre delay lines, and can therefore not be tuned
arbitrarily. These delays do not necessarily match those in the channel model.
Furthermore, the fixed azimuth angles at which the MPS antennas are placed do not
necessarily match the incidence angles in the channel model.
Because of these physical limitations, it is not feasible to implement the exact
signal paths of the channel model in the MPS. Instead of using a truncation approach
in which only the most significant signal paths of the channel model are considered
[87], a new approach is proposed here.
We propose a method where focus is on matching the statistical parameters of the
channel in the MPS, taking into account all signal paths of the channel model, and
using all MPS antennas. The method for doing this is as follows: The channel model is
characterized by a number of signal paths, each with a certain delay ( ), AoA (),
power (P), and cross polarization ratio (XPR). If we assume a number N of signal paths,
excess delay mean and spread are given by
N
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and the AoA mean and spread are defined as

(53)
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For multipath richness we propose a parameter defined as
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and the k-factor is defined as
K

PLOS
N

P

(57)

NLOS ,i

i 1

Each MPS antenna pair (V/H) is considered one signal path, where the two V/H
antennas are used to set the proper XPR. The approach is to distribute the delays and
set the power levels over the antenna pairs so as to achieve the same  and  as in
the channel model. If possible,  should also be the same, but this is not important
since the reference direction is arbitrary anyway. Given these constraints, for LoS
channel models it is of interest to achieve the same R and k-factor in the MPS as in the
channel model. For NLoS models, R in the MPS can usually not reach the same value as
in the channel model, but it is still of interest to maximize it, whereas the k-factor is
irrelevant.
Applying this method to implement the Winner II B1LoS and C2NLoS models, result
in the settings seen in Table 11 and Table 12. Figs. 21 and 22 show measurements of
the power delay profile with the respective models implemented.
After establishing the delay distribution and branch powers according to the above,
the Doppler shifts on all MPS branches should be determined. This is done by assuming
a direction of travel and velocity relative to the array. The Doppler shifts are given by
f d ,i 

vdut
cos αdut  αi 
λ

where dut is the simulated direction of travel and vdut the simulated velocity.

(58)
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TABLE 11. “B1 LOS” CHANNEL MODEL PARAMETERS
Antenna Pair

Delay (ns)

Power (dB)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Excess Delay
Spread (ns)
AoA Mean (Deg)
AoA Spread (Deg)
Richness
K-factor (dB)
XPR (dB)

405
4870
695
1065
55
0
122
2245

-32.7
-Inf
-27.6
-Inf
0
-5.3
-9.0
-Inf
36
4
29
1.8
3.3
9

TABLE 12. “C2 NLOS” CHANNEL MODEL PARAMETERS
Antenna Pair

Delay (ns)

Power (dB)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Excess Delay
Spread (ns)
AoA Mean (Deg)
AoA Spread (Deg)
Richness
K-factor (dB)
XPR (dB)

405
4870
695
2245
122
0
55
1065

-32.7
-Inf
-27.6
-Inf
0
-5.3
-9.0
-Inf
235
-13
49
14.2
Not applicable
7
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Figure 21. Power delay profile measured in the MPS for the scenario “B1 LoS”. In red the ideal taps of
the scenario.
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Figure 22. Power delay profile measured in the MPS for the scenario “C2 NLoS”. In red the ideal taps
of the scenario.

5.2.1.3.

User Influence Analysis

HSDPA throughput is measured under the two different channel models.
Measurements are taken with the phone oriented in three different planes inside the
MPS, in order to take into account the antenna radiation pattern [88]. The three planes
are referred as XY, YZ and XZ, as described in Fig. 23. The phone is rotated over 12
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different positions in steps of 30 degrees for each plane. The antennas of the MPS
define a ring in the XY plane, cf. Fig. 23.

Figure 23. Different phone’s orientations used during measurements without user influence.

In Fig. 24 is shown the throughput comparison for the two different channel
models. Each colour denotes each one of the three planes defined for each phone.
Slight differences can be seen between the two channel models, but not a clear
tendency when we look at the average throughput.
Figs. 25 and 26 show plots of throughput performance for all the measurement
repetitions when the phone is under rotation. Different colour stands for different
orientation of the phone inside the MPS. Here we can see a big difference between the
results obtained under each of the channel models. The results for the model with LoS
show a big spread of the throughput performance for different positions of the phone.
For the case of NLoS, the spread is clearly lower between measurements.
Detailed standard deviation of the measurements is shown in Fig. 27 for the
different cases. There we can see how standard deviation of the measurement with
the B1LoS channel model is almost twice the deviation seen in the other channel
model. This effect is very similar for all the orientations of the phone under study.
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TABLE 13. SENSITIVITY LEVELS
Channel
Model

User Case

B1 LoS

No User
Head & Hand
Phantom
Real Person

C2 NLoS

No User
Head & Hand
Phantom
Real Person

90%
Throughput
Power Level
(dB)
-76.336

10%
Throughput
Power Level
(dB)
-91.731

15.395

-66.736

-86.709

19.973

-59.665

-77.857

18.192

-75.455

-91.205

15.75

-70.582

-86.540

15.95

-62.955

-78.893

15.93

Δ (dB)

If we look at the results, we can see how the channel models affect throughput
differently for the no user case and the cases with user presence. In the no user case,
the performance of the phone under the B1LoS is slightly better for the 90 % level. For
the cases with user influence instead, the phone shows better performance under the
channel model with NLoS.
These results can be explained, since the angle spread of the incoming waves is
significantly lower for the LoS channel model, so the effect of the user shadowing is
much more important. In the no user case, the incoming signal is mostly confined in
one direction, so the delay spread of the channel model is lower (as showed in Tables
12 and 13), and the performance is slightly better. This behaviour seems to agree with
other studies that compare the same metric with others OTA techniques [90] [91] [92]
[93].
Another important difference between the channel models is seen if we look at the
curve shape. For the NLoS channel model, the curve shapes of the three cases under
study are very similar, being only a power offset between them due to the path losses
introduced by the user. We can see in the last column of Table 14 that the difference
between the 90 % and 10 % level is just a few tenths of dB. On the other hand, for the
LoS channel model, the curve shape is affected by the user presence, and the
difference between 90 % and 10 % levels differs more than 4.5 dB from the no user
case to the others user influenced cases.

5.3.

Conclusion

In this section we have evaluated the user influence over correlation and diversity
gain of some antenna prototypes, as well as HSDPA throughput for a commercial
mobile phone for some different scenarios including a real person.

Study on the Effect of User Presence over Wireless Devices Performance.

Passive antenna results show that user influence equalizes MIMO performance of
devices which have very different behaviour when analysed without user influence.
Furthermore, the user influence on correlation does not seem to be a linear constant
offset but a spread effect.
This calls for detailed studies with different body phantoms in order to define the
effect of the user influence over the antenna, and distinguish it from the shadowing
effect that actually changes the propagation environment where the antenna is being
measured. Further research includes the development of a theoretical model for the
user influence on MIMO devices.
Regarding the active performance of a commercial phone, several measurements
are presented with and without user influence. It is demonstrated that throughput
performance of a device depends upon the user influence and the propagation
channel model in a complex way.
Some conclusions can be drawn from the results, which seem to relate the channel
model parameters with the final performance of the device. Looking at the reference
sensitivity levels of the no user case, we observed that there is little difference
between the two of the channel models measured in the MPS. In fact, if we look at the
sensitivity point of the channel B1LoS measured in the MPS (with a DS of 36 ns), we
see that it is slightly better than the values obtained under the C2NLoS scenario (with a
DS of 235 ns). Therefore, results without user influence seem to show a dependency of
the performance of the device on the delay spread of the simulated channel.
On the other hand, user influence under different channel models seems to be
more complex, and no clear pattern is seen. This highlights the importance of
measuring with user presence, as the effect of the user is different under different
propagation environments.
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6. Study on the Effect of a Limited Number of Signal
Paths Over Wireless Devices Performance
6.1.

Influence Analysis over Passive Antenna Parameters

The benefits of MIMO strategies rely on the assumption that a large number of
signal paths is present at the user position, so there exists a rich environment around
the receiving antennas [94] [95]. As an example, when antenna correlation is
calculated from the radiation pattern of both antennas, it is necessary to perform an
integral which is in fact an infinite summation of signal paths. However there is not in
that integral any information about the simultaneous number of signal paths at a given
moment.
Furthermore, most of the typical channel models used in industry assume a large
number of incident waves at the DUT position. This assumption is fair for many real
cases, especially when the user is in an urban environment. However, for other reallife environments this assumption is debatable, and some studies show that
sometimes most of the transferred power is contained in only a few signal paths [96]
[97] [98] [99] [100].
Emulation of multipath environments can be easily performed using MSRCs [48],
which have become one of the established techniques to do OTA measurements
during the last few years. However, it is interesting to characterize devices in
environments without a large number of components.
This analysis can be easily done using the same MPS used in the previous chapter,
since it has attenuators in each signal path, which allows switching on and off each of
the antennas via software. Using that feature of the MPS, it is possible to change the
number of paths composing the link, without changing the DUT position. Each signal
path in the MPS has a phase shifter in order to emulate the fast fading environment
experienced in a multipath environment by any device under real use conditions.

Study on the Effect of a Limited Number of Signal Paths Over Wireless Devices
Performance

In this section, it is presented a study to characterize the effect that the number of
signal paths has over the characterization of dual antennas. The purpose is to have
experimental indications of how performance typically differs depending on the
number of signal paths, and thereby also indications regarding the need to consider
the number of signal paths in characterization and therefore in channel models
definition.
A 4-port VNA is used for this study so it is possible to measure the complex
transmission coefficients S21 between the MPS antennas and each of the two DUT
antenna ports of the test object simultaneously. Fig. 29 shows a block diagram of the
setup,

Figure 29. Block diagram of the setup for S-parameter measurements on dual antennas.

Two S21 sequences of 6401 time values are taken for each prototype, which last 20
seconds approximately. Therefore, the maximum Doppler shift set in the MPS phase
shifters to generate fast fading is 50 Hz so there is enough fading density along the 20 s
to have a reliable measurement
Table 14 shows which MPS antennas are switched on for each measurement,
according to the definition setup showed in Figure 29. Measurements are performed
with 2, 4, 8, and 16 MPS antennas active, and the antennas that are switched on all
have equal amplitude. Active antennas are marked in Table 16 with an "O". With 2, 4,
and 8 paths, there are three different sets of active antennas, given by the three
columns.
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TABLE 14. PHASE

MPS BRANCHES, AND THE ACTIVE BRANCHES USED FOR THE
DIFFERENT NUMBER OF PATHS. FOR 2, 4, AND 8 PATHS, THREE SETS ARE USED, EACH GIVEN BY A COLUMN.
SWEEP RATE ON THE

MPS
Branch
V1
H1
V2
H2
V3
H3
V4
H4
V5
H5
V6
H6
V7
H7
V8
H8

2
Paths
O O 
  
  O
  
  
  
  
O  
  
 O 
  
  O
  
  
  
  

4
Paths
O O 
  
O  O
  
  
 O 
  
  O
 O 
O  
  O
O  
  
 O 
  
  O

8
16
Paths
Paths
O O 
O
O
 O 
O  O
O
O
  O
O
 O 
O O 
O
O
  O
O  O
O
O O 
O
O
 O 
O  O
O
O
  O
O
O


O O 
O
O
  O
O  O
O

Results are analyzed in terms of the correlation coefficient ρc and ADG. Expressions
used for the calculation are the same from those defined in Chapter 2 for MSRCs, but
in this case the averages are taken over the time (instead of over a stirring sequence),
since the fading condition is here generated by the phase shifters (instead of by the
stirrers movement). Then, the used expressions are,

S

c 

21,1



 S 21,1 S 21, 2  S 21, 2

S 21,1  S 21,1

2



*

S 21, 2  S 21, 2

(59)
2

And
〈

〉

∑

( )

(60)

Where S21,1 and S21,2 are the complex transmission coefficients of the respective
test object antenna, each being a sequence of 6401 samples.
DG is calculated according to the equations (49) and (50) using the MRC combining
scheme. Again, two values are calculated taking each of the antennas as the reference,
so there are no assumptions about the non-diversity case.
For this study the same test objects referred as Prototype A and Prototype B in the
previous section are used. As it was said before, one of those test objects is designed

Study on the Effect of a Limited Number of Signal Paths Over Wireless Devices
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on purpose to have a bad performance. These prototypes work in the 700 MHz band,
so measurements are taken at 740 MHz. The antennas are accessed via coaxial cables,
which exit the test objects on the middle of the long side for minimum interference. In
order to minimize the cables effect over the measurements accuracy as much as
possible, the cables are routed so as to minimize influence on the antenna
performance [101] and ferrites absorbers are attached to them [102].
Measurements are repeated in three orthogonal planes, with the DUT placed at the
centre of the antenna ring over a dielectric mounting system. Therefore, the total
number of measurements for each test object is 9/9/9/3 for the respective 2/4/8/16
paths.
6.1.1.

Correlation

Results are seen in Fig. 30, with circles for Prototype A and triangles for Prototype
B. The plots show that also in this experiment, reducing the number of signal paths
leads to a much greater spread in the different metrics. For both test objects, |ρc| is
clearly worse with 16 paths than in a 3-D environment with many paths, which is 0.35
for Prototype A and 0.56 for Prototype B (measured in the previous chapter).
1

Correlation Coefficient

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0

2

4

8
Number of Signal Paths

16

Figure 30. Correlation coefficient |ρc| of Prototype A (circles) and Prototype B (triangles), as a
function of the number of signal paths.
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TABLE 15. PROPORTION OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENT VALUES LESS THAN 0.7 FOR PROTOTYPES A AND
B, FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SIGNAL PATHS.
Prot.
A
B

Parameter
Proportion of |ρc|<0.7
Proportion of |ρc|<0.7

2 Paths
67 %
22 %

4 Paths
67 %
33 %

8 Paths
100 %
44 %

16 Paths
100 %
33 %

At 16 signal paths, |ρc| is higher for Prototype B than Prototype A, and it is
significantly higher with fewer signal paths. This is contradictory with the results
obtained in the MSRC, with a large amount of signal paths. It is common to accept a
correlation value of 0.7 as the border line to distinguish between a device with good
and bad diversity performance.
Table 15 shows the proportion of |ρc| values less than 0.7 for the two prototypes,
indicating that Prototype A is superior. However, the spread is very large for all the
cases, and especially dramatic for the 2 signal measurements.
6.1.2.

DG

DG results for both prototypes is shown in Fig. 31 and Table 16.
30
25

Diversity Gain (dB)
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Figure 31. Diversity gain of Prototype A (circles) and Prototype B (triangles), using maximum ratio
combining, as a function of the number of signal paths.
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TABLE 16. BEST CASE, MEDIAN, AND WORST CASE APPARENT DIVERSITY GAIN OF PROTOTYPES A AND B,
FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SIGNAL PATHS.
Prot. Parameter

2 Paths

4 Paths

8 Paths 16 Paths

A

Best case Gd (dB)

26.1

17.3

13.0

11.6

B

Best case Gd (dB)

27.8

13.3

12.9

11.7

A

Median Gd (dB)

11.5

10.4

11.1

11.4

B

Median Gd (dB)

4.2

10.7

10.4

10.3

A

Worst case Gd (dB)

0.4

1.7

9.0

10.0

B

Worst case Gd (dB)

1.6

6.1

7.8

9.6

It is observed that the median values remain quite stable when the number of
signal paths is decreased (except for the case of Prototype B with 2 paths), and those
values are similar to the actual DG measures in a MSRC in the previous Chapter (which
are 8.92 dB and 10.34 dB for Prototype A and B respectively). However, the fluctuation
in the minimum and maximum values shows a very important spread in the
measurements. Therefore, when the number of paths becomes very low it is not
possible to state that one device is better than the other, since there is a very large
variation in the performance (more than 27 dB of difference between the best and the
worst case).

6.2.
6.2.1.

Influence Analysis over Active Wireless Devices
HSDPA Data Throughput

In this section it will be analysed the effect that a reduction in the number of signal
paths has over the en-to-end data throughput of a HSDPA commercial device. Taking
over the work published in [103] for passive antennas, this study presents
measurements of HSDPA throughput using an MPS with 2-8 paths. The results are
analyzed in terms of average and standard deviation throughput, as well as sensitivity
levels.
The MPS used in this study consist of an array of 8 dual-polarized antennas (16
antennas in total) distributed in a ring of 1.4 m radius. Each of the 8 dual antennas is
fed through a fibre optic delay line which introduces a fixed delay, different for each
dual antenna. During this study we only use the dual antennas fed through the 4 fibre
optics with the closest lengths, in order to avoid as much as possible the effect of
delays on the study. Lengths of the used fibres are 11, 24.5, 81 and 139 meters.
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Results are analyzed in terms of throughput. H-Set 3 reference channel is used to
perform this study, according to the definition in table C.8.1.3 of [6]. 16-QAM
modulation and HSDPA Level Set 3 are used (Table E.5.8 of [6]). Other testing
conditions are extracted from [8].
A Rohde & Schwarz CMU-200 BSE is used as measurement equipment.
Measurements are performed by doing a sweep over the output power level of the
BSE, and taking the throughput measurement for each power value. Each of these
throughput samples are measured using 2400 HSDPA subframes, in about 15 seconds.
A maximum Doppler shift of 50 Hz is used in the phase shifters, to ensure that 15
seconds allow enough fading during the measurement. Measurements are performed
using a commercial phone HSDPA category 8 capable. Channel 10562 of HSDPA Band I
is used (2110 MHz). Three different cases are studied, with 2, 4, and 8 signal paths.
The MPS comprises 16 antennas, so there are different combinations of antennas
that can be used to perform this study. Twelve realizations are taken for each case,
using randomly chosen combinations of the antennas. The power is the same in each
path in all measurements, so different number of paths lead to a different power level
at the DUT. This effect is taken into account during the calibration of the MPS, so the
measurement equipment (BSE) is properly configured with the correct link losses.
Therefore, differences in performance are not expected to be due to changes in power
level.
The DUT is placed at the centre of the MPS antenna array, and in free-space
condition (without head or hand). Measurements are performed with the phone in
vertical position, with respect to the plane defined by the antenna array. The antenna
radiation pattern in that plane is close to omnidirectional, so the effect of radiation
pattern changes is minimized. This effect cannot be completely avoided when using
commercial phones.
Figure 32 is a box-and-whisker plot of the power levels where 90 % of maximum
throughput is reached, as a function of the number of signal paths. This 90 % level is
commonly used in industry as the sensitivity level of the phone [89]. Figure 33 shows
the results for the power level where 10 % of maximum throughput is reached.

Study on the Effect of a Limited Number of Signal Paths Over Wireless Devices
Performance

Figure 32. Power level where 90 % of maximum throughput is reached, as a function of the number of
signal paths. Boxes have lines at the lower quartile, median (bold line), and upper quartile values.
Whiskers show the extent of the rest of the data.

Figure 33. Power level where 10 % of maximum throughput is reached, as a function of the number of
signal paths. Boxes have lines at the lower quartile, median (bold line), and upper quartile values.
Whiskers show the extent of the rest of the data.
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Both the 90 % and the 10 % levels show an important increase in the spread when
the number of signal paths is reduced.
Differences are especially clear if we compare the case with 2 signal paths with any
of the other cases. The spread with 2 paths is almost twice the spread of the 8 signal
paths case. Even four signal paths show a big difference compared to two.
Measurements are done under fading condition, so there is a spread in the
measurement due to the fading. As mentioned before, measurements are taken over
long enough time to ensure that the spread increase due to fading is similar in all
cases.
Another effect observed is the different trend of mean and median power values
between the 90 % and 10 % power levels. In Figure 32 it can be appreciated how the
trend of the median power values is higher (worst performance) when the number of
paths is increased. The effect is the opposite for the case of 10 % throughput level. In
that case an increase in the number of signal paths leads to lower mean values (better
performance).
TABLE 16. BEST CASE, MEDIAN, MEAN, AND WORST CASE AT 90 % THROUGHPUT LEVEL, FOR DIFFERENT
NUMBER OF SIGNAL PATHS

Parameter

2 Paths

4 Paths

8 Paths

Best case 90 % Level (dBm)

-91.3

-86.2

-85.9

Median 90 % Level (dBm)

-85.1

-82.5

-84.4

Worst case 90 % Level (dBm)

-78.5

-79.7

-79.9

TABLE 17. BEST CASE, MEDIAN, MEAN, AND WORST CASE AT 10 % THROUGHPUT LEVEL, FOR DIFFERENT
NUMBER OF SIGNAL PATHS.
Parameter

2 Paths

4 Paths

8 Paths

Best case 10 % Level (dBm)

-102.9

-100.2

-99.9

Median 10 % Level (dBm)

-97.1

-97.4

-98.9

Worst case 10 % Level (dBm)

-91.3

-94.2

-95.3
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Antenna correlation, diversity gain and HSDPA throughput are used to perform that
analysis.
Several conclusions are drawn from the results. For the passive antennas, the
performance with 16 signal paths shows only small variations over different test object
orientations for all the analyzed metrics. However, when the number of signal paths is
reduced, it is observed a large increase in the spread of all the metrics, what creates
uncertainty in differentiating a good device and a bad one. Some degradation in
average performance is also seen. For example, with two signal paths, antenna
correlation can take almost any value with most of them being above the 0.7 level,
even for a prototype with good performance in a rich environment. This shows the
effect that a real environment with just a few signal paths can have over the device
performance experienced by a telecommunications network user. This effect is
appreciated in two test objects of the same type of terminal, but with different
antenna solutions, but there also seems to be some differences in terms of median
and worst case performance. Therefore, it is not possible to clearly state which
antenna is better, since there is a dependency on the number of signal paths used for
the characterization. Presented experiments show that characterization in
environments with a limited number of signal paths provides a deeper insight into dual
antenna performance compared to the traditional characterization assuming a large
number of signal paths.
The main effect observed in the case of the commercial phone is mainly the same,
since a reduction of the number of signal paths implies an increase in the dispersion of
the measured values. With only two signal paths, differences of more than 10 dB in the
sensitivity level of the phone are shown. Again, these big differences, can lead to a
mistake differentiating a good and a bad phone.
Apart from that, in the commercial phone analysis some differences on the median
values are found for different working zones of the DUT. This shows that the number
of signal paths has a different effect when the phone is working around the maximum
level of throughput (90% level) and when the phone works close to the minimum level
(10% level) due the implementation by the HSDPA standard of some redundancy
between retransmissions [104].
Measurements presented in this section show that the number of signal paths in
the channel models used for characterization is important. Most of the already defined
channel models assume a large number of signal paths, but some realistic situations
could require of characterization with a reduced number of signal paths. This
characterization can be used to estimate the maximum variations in performance that
a user can experience in a real environment with a limited number of signal paths.

Software Based Extension of MSRC Emulation Capabilities

7. Software Based Extension of MSRC Emulation
Capabilities
7.1.

Introduction

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, the main characteristics that define the behaviour of an
MSRC are presented, as well as some of the advances that have been proposed in
recent years to improve the measurement capabilities of these. As it has been shown,
the fading scenario typically generated in a MSRC follows a Rayleigh amplitude
distribution, which is the typical environment found in urban scenarios. Yet, real
propagating scenarios rarely follow an ideal Rayleigh-fading environment. The k-factor
of more general Rician-fading environments changes as the distance of receiver to
transmitter changes [105]. Macrocells usually offer a greater k-factor than microcells
[106] while rich multipath environments provide k-factors typically close to zero [107].
Even more so, some others fading distributions as Nakagami or Log-Normal, have been
detected to accurate emulate the fading scenarios found in some specific cases [67]
(UWB channels, On-Body networks…). Consequently, recent research efforts have
concentrated on extending the original capabilities of first-generation MSRCs. Good
examples are the recent extension to non-isotropic environments [22] and the
emulation of the effects of metallic windows and other artefacts, trees and walls in
buildings [54], although this last one only for Rayleigh-fading scenarios.
However, these proposed amendments are based on hardware modifications of
the MSRC original setup, such as the introduction of directive antennas and/or
absorbers inside the cavity. These techniques, although potentially interesting, are
difficult to control because the non-Rayleigh distributed scenarios emulated will
depend in a complex way on the type of hardware change is made. Another drawback
of these techniques is that a hardware modification of the cavity involves changes in
the behaviour of the MSRC, which must be characterized for each proposed
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environment (Q-factor, number of modes, lack of isotropicity...). In [23], a Rician-fading
environment is obtained at the cost of varying the chamber characteristics and/or the
antenna configuration, which implies an inherently higher hardware complexity to this
option.
To overcome those limitations is the reason why two techniques are proposed in
this chapter, which allow the emulation of different environments than Rayleigh fading
by software processing of the samples. Such techniques have the advantage of
allowing emulate fading environments with an accuracy determined by software,
avoiding the inherent lack of control of hardware modifications. In the first part, it is
proposed a technique that allows measurement of passive antennas under Rician
environments by adding via software an in-phase component (LoS) to an actual
measurement made in a Rayleigh environment (NLoS). The second proposed
technique allows higher versatility, and can emulate arbitrary field distributions for
both passive and active metrics, by selecting a subset of samples of all samples
measured in a complete sequence of stirring.

7.2.

Arbitrary Rician Distributed Fading Emulation: The Offset
Technique

In this section, a novel processing technique which allows for the emulation of
Rician-fading environments from the data taken in a MSRC with Rayleigh-fading
environments. The method is not intended to describe in detail the response of a
device to a change in the angle of arrival (AoA), but rather uses a deterministic
component of a Rician signal via post processing to observe the associated changes in
the conventional post-processing techniques used to determine general MIMO
parameters of the device, such as diversity gain and MIMO capacity. The method
allows the MIMO designer to evaluate several Rician k-factors environments with a
single measurement set in the MSRC. With this technique a considerable reduction of
chamber cost and complexity as well as measuring time is provided, alleviating the
hardware complexity of other techniques.
7.2.1.

Emulating and measuring technique

Measurements illustrated in this section have been performed with the EMITE Ing
8x8 MIMO Analyzer Series E200a in connection to the Rohde & Schwarz ZVRE Vector
Network Analyzer (9 kHz to 4 GHz). The MIMO Analyzer is a second generation twocavity MSRC with external dimensions of 0.82m x 1.275m x 1.95m, 8 exciting antennas,
polarization stirring due to aperture-coupling and to the different orientation of the
antenna exciting elements, 3 mechanical and mode-coupling stirrers, 1 holder-stirrer
and variable iris-coupling. The MIMO Analyzer was set-up for 3 holder positions with
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Consequently, we can move the cluster data away from the origin by adding an offset
continuous component. The offset has to be a complex number by,
|
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)

|

|

(

)

(62)

For a target k-factor (ktarget), the required offset can be defined by,
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|

|
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The phase of the offset in Eqn. (63) is obtained from the averaged phase of all data
samples in the initial set. Eqn. (63) can be re-written in terms of the S-parameters by,
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In order to obtain the desired results, the added offset would have to be phasecoherent to the selected radius in the way,
〈

〉

(65)

The calculated offset has to be added to all samples that are used for the Rician
emulation. In this way the new Rician-fading samples keep the standard deviation of
the original Rayleigh-fading ones, and therefore the distance can be altered to be
adapted to the target k-factor. Fig. 36 depicts several scatter plots for the original
Rayleigh-fading samples and different Rician-fading ones with k=5, 15 and 100 using
the proposed technique.

Figure 36. Scatter plots for mode-stirred and mode-processed data.
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It is clearly observed from this figure that the modified samples keep the standard
deviation while their radius varies in a proportional way to the target k-factor. Fig. 37
shows a comparison between measured histograms for diverse sample sets with their
associated probability distribution functions and several emulated sample sets.
Originally-emulated samples can clearly be associated to a Rayleigh-fading scenario,
while modified samples conform very well to measured Rician-fading scenarios with
k=5, 15 and 100. It seems clear, however, that the method relies on the previous
estimation of the initial k factor of the sample set. Consequently, the uncertainties of
this method are linked to the uncertainties of the method employed to estimate the
initial k factor of the sample set.

Figure 37. Histograms for measured and modified data.

In order to validate the proposed technique, 3 different initial 3x3 MIMO systems
were measured. Three /2 dipoles in a vertical position were employed as antennas in
reception. The difference between the tested arrays was the spatial separation
between the receiving dipoles, as shown in Table 20. The initial measured k-factor was
always below 0.0001 for the 3 systems, that is clearly a Rayleigh-fading environment.
The initial k-factors were then incremented slightly to between 10-3 and 103 using the
proposed technique. In this way, with only 3 system measurements in a Rayleighfading environment, it was possible to emulate and evaluate their performance for any
Rician-fading environment. This drastically reduces both R&D costs and time. The
emulated results were compared with the outdoor measurements results in [108]. This
comparison is shown in Fig. 38. Good agreement is observed between outdoor
measurements and measurements emulated with the proposed technique. Thus, this
method does not intend to describe the specific response of the device to a change in
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the specific AoA characteristic of a fading scenario, but rather to describe the changes
in the general performance of the device when the scenario contains an increased LoS
component. In Fig. 38, the method closely follows the real evaluation of a device for
changing k factors in outdoor measurements made in [108]. This is clear evidence that
the technique represents a step forward to the goal of obtaining real-world
performance from a MSRC test.
TABLE 18. MEASURED MIMO ARRAYS
System

Spatial separation between adjacent
antennas (d/λ)

Initial measured Kfactor

A

0.01

<0.0001

B

0.05

<0.0001

C

0.10

<0.0001

Figure 38. Measured and emulated capacity vs. SNR for 3x3 MIMO system A.

7.2.2.

Validation of the Technique

7.2.2.1.

Correlation

A traditional parameter to be analyzed is the correlation between antennas, which
gives us an idea of signal similarities. With the aid of the proposed technique, the
correlation properties in terms of the fading environment could be studied. In this way
we can analyze how does the correlation coefficient change from Rayleigh-fading
environments (k=0) as k-factors are increased. Fig. 39 shows the correlation coefficient
between adjacent antennas for the different systems in Table 18. From this figure one
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can observe that different correlation characteristics exist for the different systems. As
it was expected, the system with highest correlation coefficient is system A. This is
because of its smallest separation distance between adjacent vertically-polarized
dipole antennas, which leads to the highest correlation coefficient. In consequence,
system C depicts the lowest correlation coefficients. It is also important to note from
figure 39 that the correlation coefficients change with changes in the k-factor. While
the increment of correlation in system A with increasing k-factor is almost
imperceptible (0.97 to 0.98), system C nearly doubles this parameter (0.18 to 0.39),
while system B provides for a 22.4% increment (0.58 to 0.71).
Therefore, one can conclude that when increasing the k-factor the correlation
coefficient also increases, and this increment is more noticeable when the correlation
factor is low. In other words, the influence of the k-factor is more important for
systems with low correlation between adjacent antennas. It is also important to stress
that the increase in the change in the correlation coefficient that occurs when varying
the k-factor has a limitation. For k-factors below 0.01 the correlation remains constant.
For k-factors between 0.01 and 0.1 the correlation increases very quickly with
increasing k-factor. This k-factor range accounts for 10% of the total correlation
increment. For k-factors between 0.1 and 10, the correlation increment slope is more
pronounced, achieving in this k-factor range a 90% of the total increase in correlation.
Finally, for k-factors above 10 the correlation coefficient again remains constant. This
means that the environment influences the correlation factor in a specific k-factor
range. In other words, the k-factor plays a role on correlation coefficients for 0.1< kfactor<10. In this k-factor range a small change in the fading environment has a direct
impact on correlation. Once the NLoS fading environment degraded to LoS with kfactor>10, a further degradation of the NLoS environment has no effect on the
correlation coefficient.
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Figure 39. Emulated correlation coefficients between adjacent antennas for the MIMO systems in
Table 20.

7.2.2.2.

DG

With the proposed technique the influence of the k-factor on DG can also be
analyzed. Fig. 40 shows the cumulative probability density function vs. relative power
for system B with different k-factors. From this figure it becomes clear that the
different curves with k-factors<1 cannot be differentiated, representing a typical
Rayleigh-fading distribution. From k-factors between 1 and 10000, the curves
approach a perpendicular line to the x-axis. Consequently, diversity gain decreases
with increasing k-factors, which was expected but tested in a MSRC for the first time.
Fig. 41 depicts the DG versus k-factor with probability level as parameter for all tested
systems. In a similar way to what happened for correlation, Fig. 41 also provides for a
three-stage effect of the k-factor, this time for DG. Roughly constant DG values are
observed for k-factors below 0.1. From k=0.1 until k=1 a moderate decline in the DG
happens. This decline becomes more pronounced for k=1 until k=10. Finally, for k>10
there is no diversity gain as this value approaches 0 for any given probability level and
array type. Fig. 41 also offers an interesting comparison between tested systems. For a
5.8 dB of DG and a cumulative probability of 1%, the highest possible k-factor is 0.001,
2 and 3.5 for system A, B and C respectively. This means that system C, with the lowest
correlation but the largest volume, represents a stronger design against a degradation
of the NLoS characteristics of the fading scenario. Yet, it is also observed from these
figures that the inherent advantages of system types are mitigated with increasing kfactor.
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Figure 40. Cumulative probability density function vs. relative power for system B with different kfactors.

For example the difference between selection combined of system A and C for
k=0.1 and a cumulative probability of 0.2% is 9 dB, while the difference between these
same systems for k=10 and the same probability is only 1 dB. This means that with
k=0.1 the influence of the array geometry is very important, while the influence of the
array geometry for k=10 onwards is very small. This could be taken into account by
MIMO engineers to decide when it may be necessary to use only a selection of
separated antennas or the whole receiving array as a functions of fading scenarios
where the system is under operation. As a general recommendation, it can be said that
for k-factors below 10, an increase in the spacing between antennas may be useful.
Also as a general rule, it can be established that for lower cumulative probability and
lower k-factors, the effect of MIMO array geometry on diversity gain is more
pronounced.
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Figure 41. DG versus k-factor with probability level as parameter, for all tested systems.

7.2.2.3.

MIMO Capacity

Fig. 42 shows the measured capacity for all tested systems vs. SNR for different kfactors. Fig. 43 depicts the same measured capacity vs. k-factor for different SNR
values. Fig. 42 clearly shows that system capacity decreases with increasing k-factor, as
expected. The decrement is more noticeable for very high SNR values, as it was also
expected. As an example, for system B and a SNR=30dB, the capacity loss with regard
to the case with K=0.001, 1 and 10000 is 1.6 bit/s/Hz (7%), 6.1 bit/s/Hz (26.9%) and 11
bit/s/Hz (48.7%), respectively. For very high k-factors all systems exhibit the same
capacity, as it was also expected. Similarly, the minimum SNR required for achieving a
specific system capacity can be extracted from Fig. 43. For example, in order to reach a
system B capacity of 10 bits/s/Hz, a SNR=15, 16.3, 20, 23.2 and 25 would be required
for k-factors of 0.001, 0.1, 1, 10, 100 and 1000, respectively. Some examples of SNR
values required to reach specific capacities at different k-factors are listed in Table 19.
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Figure 42. Measured capacity of all tested systems vs. SNR for different k-factors.

For example, if a capacity greater than 15 bit/s/Hz is required, this can be done
with a SNR=25 dB and k<3 or a SNR=35dB and k<350. This requirement would not be
fulfilled for SNR<15 dB. Finally, it is also clear from Fig. 43 that for high k-factors and
given a specific SNR value, all systems achieve the same capacity. The capacity increase
when changing a MIMO system to a different one out of Table 18 is illustrated in Table
20 with respect to the k-factor. From this Table it is also extracted that the change
from system A to B produce a considerable capacity increase (over 15%) for kfactor≤50 with SNR=35 dB. The same change but with SNR=15 dB, however, provides
for similar capacity increments but this time for k-factor<0.5. This means that larger
spatial separations in MIMO arrays provide a better benefit for high SNR scenarios.
TABLE 19. REQUIRED SNR FOR DIFFERENT CAPACITIES.
k-factor

k =0.001

System
Cap.
bits/s/Hz

A
SNR
(dB)

B
SNR
(dB)

4

k =1

C
SNR
(dB)

A
SNR
(dB)

k =10

B
SNR
(dB)

C
SNR
(dB)

A
SNR
(dB)

B
SNR
(dB)

C
SNR
(dB)

10

20.3

15

13.4

22.2

16.1

14.7

25

25

25

15

28.1

21.3

19.2

30.4

23.1

20.9

----

----

----

20

-----

27.4

24.9

-----

28.6

26.9

----

----

----
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Figure 43. Measured capacity of all tested systems vs. k-factor for different SNR values.

TABLE 20. CAPACITY INCREASE (%) WHEN CHANGING MIMO SYSTEMS
SNR
15 dB
k-factor
A to B B to C
0.5
35.7
13.6
5
14.5
7.5
50
2.8
2.8
500
0
0
5000
0
0

7.3.

A to B
43.0
38.8
25.0
6.5
0.7

35 dB
B to C
10.1
11.0
11.4
5.4
0.7

Arbitrary Fading Emulation: The Sample Selection Technique

Unlike traditional MSRC, where only one cavity is used, second generation MSRCs
may contain more than one metal cavity. Cavities are coupled by diverse means, and a
rich fading environment consisting of diverse clusters with different fading
characteristics can be obtained. The MSRC also contains a set of mode stirrers that
change the boundary conditions of the main cavity within the chamber. This causes a
multireflective environment that is repeatable and can be statistically studied. MSRCs
can be used as a very fast, easy, and accurate tool to measure a wide variety of MIMO
parameters. There is yet a shortage of studies of their delay spread and isotropicity
properties. In consequence, its potential ability to emulate realistic environments is
normally put into jeopardy and typically degraded to that of simple single-cavity
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MSRCs. Single cavity MSRCs typically provide a fading environment that is isotropic,
and the amplitude of the signal is Rayleigh-distributed.
Diverse isolated enhancements can be found in the literature for MSRCs, as those
studied in Chapter 3. However, changes in the antenna configuration and/or in the
chamber itself were required. The use of multiple cavities on MSRCs can provide for a
more complicated fading emulation. With multiple cavities, MSRCs can reduce the
typically high-elevation angular spread of MSRCs, which approaches the emulated
scenario to that typically encountered in a city street microcell when the mobile
station gets farther away from the base station [8]. Thus, multiple cavities MSRCs
abandon the typical Clarke’s model followed by single-cavity MSRCs. In this section a
novel method to emulate more realistic arbitrary-fading environments using a twocavity MSRC is presented. This is done by using a sample-selection technique. By
keeping or discarding specific samples, it is possible to achieve a new subset with
different fading distribution characteristics. The new subset consists only of
unmodified measured samples forming a statistical ensemble different from Rayleigh.
No hardware changes are required, neither in the chamber itself nor in the antenna
configuration. The technique demonstrates the versatility of MSRCs to emulate
realistic MIMO scenarios.
7.3.1.

Emulating and Measuring Technique

The sample-selection technique consists of extracting the subset that conforms to a
specific target fading statistical ensemble from the whole sample set measured in the
MSRC. An algorithm has to decide whether each measured sample has to be kept or
discarded. In this section, an evolutionary method of a genetic algorithm (GA) [109] is
employed to optimize the fitness between the density function of an ensemble of
samples and a Rician-fading target density function that was a priori defined. GAs
operate on a population of potential solutions applying the principle of survival of the
fittest to produce successively better approximations to a solution. At each generation
of a GA, a new set of approximations is created by the process of selecting individuals
according to their level of fitness in the problem domain and reproducing them using
operators borrowed from natural genetics.
This process leads to the evolution of populations of individuals that are better
suited to their environment than the individuals from which they were created, just as
in natural adaptation. Inspired by the process of biological evolution, GA evolutionary
methods employ stochastic search for obtaining the optimal solution. The key property
of evolutionary methods is that occasionally very large changes in the solution are
introduced. The presence of such large changes and random variations implies that
evolutionary methods can find good solutions even in extremely complex
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discontinuous spaces or fitness landscapes that are hard to address by techniques such
as gradient descent.
This is why the GA-evolutionary algorithm was employed in this section. The GA
implemented in the Matlab toolbox gads was initially used. The Matlab-based GA
allows for a combination of the innate advantages of GA optimization with all the
functions implemented in all the other toolboxes of this software. The application of
GAs to the sample-selection problem consists of assigning one binary variable (0 or 1)
to each sample, as it happens in the typical GA binary string called “chromosome,”
representing whether this sample will be in the final solution or not. The GA allows for
a bit string to embrace the final solution, which can be quickly obtained from the
chromosome population of the genetic algorithm. With an initial Rayleigh-fading
distribution from the complete sample set typically emulated by an MSRC, the error in
the achieved target Rician distribution is analyzed by calculating the mean-square error
between the achieved and the target distributions as
∑

( ( )

( ))

(66)

Where Q is the number of elements in the array, dx is the distance between two elements in the PDF, f(x) is the target fading distribution, ftarget(x) and is the achieved
target distribution with a subset of measured samples. In addition to εd, the relative
amount of discarded data is noted since it will affect the final accuracy.
The employed error (fitness) function within the GA was a sum squared error (SSE)based function, which can be easily implemented at a reasonable computation
complexity for the task at hand. Since, for the sample-selection problem, we are
looking for best fits to target density functions, which range from 0 to 1, the
conventional SSE formula was modified as
∑

( ( )
∑

(

( ))
( ))

(67)

where n is the number of bins used to calculate the density function.
To achieve a reasonable ratio between computing time and accuracy, the fitness
value was limited to 0.01 by default. Since the phase distribution in an MSRC is
typically uniform over 2π, in this study the goal includes maintenance of this phase
distribution on the final subset. In a more general case also, the phase of the data can
be included in the PDF.
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7.3.2.
Sample Selection Algorithms
The sample selection process can be implemented in different ways. Depending on
the algorithm implemented, both the convergence time required to obtain a given
accuracy, and the number of samples selected in the final ensemble may vary. This
section proposes three different approaches to solving this problem, and discusses the
accuracy and the percentage of discarded samples for each of the proposed
algorithms.
7.3.2.1.
The Single Step Algorithm
The first algorithm in our study is inspired by a probability density point of view
[110]. In this algorithm we define a relationship between the initial distribution and its
target distribution counterpart by

finitial (S21)  D(S21)  ftarget (S21)

(68)

where finitial(S21) is the initial PDF, D(S21) is a weighting function and ftarget(S21) is the
target PDF. The weighting function D,

D( S 21 ) 

D1 ( S 21 )
max( D1 ( S 21 ))

(69)

where the amplitude of function D is normalized to have a value between zero and
unity.

D1 ( S 21 ) 

f target ( S 21 )
f initial ( S 21 )

(70)

In the algorithm, the i:th measured sample with an amplitude of S21i, will be kept if
D(S21i)>U(0,1) is true (otherwise discarded). The notation U(0,1) defines a random
variable with uniform distribution between 0 and 1. Therefore, the function D(S21) in
the algorithm is used as a decision threshold for each sample such that it provides the
probability of keeping the sample.
7.3.2.2.

The Iterative Genetic Algorithm

In an attempt to get more accurate results, an evolutionary method of a genetic
algorithm (GA) [109] is also employed to optimize the fitness between the density
function of an ensemble of samples and a target density function. The GA
implemented in the MATLAB toolbox named "gads" is initially used. This allows for a
combination of the innate advantages of GA optimization with all the functions
implemented in all the other toolboxes of MATLAB.
The application of GA to the sample selection problem consists of assigning one
binary variable (0 or 1) to each sample, denoting whether the sample will be in the
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final set or not. The algorithm can be further constrained with a pre-defined minimum
number of samples that we want in the final solution ensemble so as to conform to a
set of goodness-of-fit tests. The employed error (fitness) function is a sum squared
error (SSE) based function. Since for the sample selection problem we are looking for
best fits to target density functions, which range from 0 to 1, the conventional SSE
formula was modified as,

f
n

 SSE 

i 1

final

(i )  f target (i)

f
n

i 1

target (i )



2



2

(71)

Where n is the number of elements wherein the density function is evaluated. The
fitness value is set by the user as a calculation limit for the GA and Hybrid algorithms.
7.3.2.3.

The Hybrid Algorithm

The third algorithm employed in this study is a hybrid of the single step algorithm
and the GA. First the single step algorithm is used to quickly determine the wanted set
of data. The resulting subset of data with moderate accuracy is then used to feed the
iterative GA in the second step. The second step is used to accurately determine the
final data set. The GA hence has a smaller initial data set and a more accurate initial
distribution of data, which leads to shorter computational times.
7.3.2.4.

Error Variable and Accuracy of Sample Selected Distributions

To quantify the difference between the error of the target and sample selected
distributions a mean sum-square error is defined as

1 n
 d   ( f final (i)  f target (i)) 2 S 21 ,
n i1

(72)

where n is the number of elements in the data vector and ΔS21 is the difference
between two amplitude bins in the PDF, ffinal(i) is the final sample selected PDF. In
addition to εd, the relative amount of remaining samples is noted, since it will affect
the accuracy.
A dominating type of error is the statistical inaccuracy of the measurement, which
is dependent of the number of independent samples, Nind, in the initial distribution.
When discarding some of the measurement samples in a sequence, the measurement
accuracy is affected, but not necessarily decreased. If the discarded samples do not
contribute to the desired target distribution, the accuracy can actually be improved. In
order to see how the accuracy is affected by the sample selection technique, we
choose to study the accuracy of the average power as a figure of merit for final target
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distribution accuracy. MSRCs are often used to measure the antenna radiation
efficiency, which is proportional to the average power of the measured sequence.
In this work accuracy of average power is defined as ratio between the standard
deviation of the average power and the mean power. How the sample selection
technique affects the accuracy is found by deriving and comparing this ratio before
and after applying the sample selection technique.
It is assumed that the measured sequence before applying the sample selection is
Rayleigh-distributed. For an exponentially distributed random variable, the standard
deviation s and the mean value µ are equal. Furthermore, the central limit theorem
states that the standard deviation is proportional to the inverse of the square root of
the number of independent samples Nind [111], whereas the mean remains the same.
We thus find that the relative accuracy for the initial data is

 initial 

sinitial

initial



1
N ind ,initial



1

(73)

N ind ,initial

where Nind,initial is the number of independent samples in the initial distribution.
Let’s assume a Rician target distribution (ftarget). After having applied the sample
selection technique, the amplitude becomes Rice-distributed, with parameters afinal
and sfinal. The mean and the standard deviation of the power of a single sample within
a Rice-distributed set are given by

 final  a 2final  2s 2final
s final, 2  2s

2
final

1

(74)

a 2final
(75)

s 2final

This results in a relative accuracy of the final data

 final 

s final, 2

 final



1
N ind , final



1  a 2final s 2final
1 a

2
final

2s 
2
final



1
N ind , final

,

(76)

where Nind,final is the number of independent samples in the final distribution. From
(76), we can see that after applying the sample selection technique, an increased
accuracy (εinitial≥εfinal)can be achieved in MSRCs. Determining the number of
independent samples in the final subset (Nind,final) is a key issue. The number of
independent samples of the original sequence (Nind,initial) is estimated for instance by
the techniques in [112] [113]. The oversampling ratio X is defined as

X 

M initial
,
N ind ,initial

(77)
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where Minitial is number of measured samples in the initial set of data. When the
algorithms are performing the sample selection, independent samples are discarded
every time a consecutive sequence of measured samples which is longer than or equal
to the oversampling ratio is discarded. For example, in the case of X=3, Nind,initial will not
be reduced if 1-2 samples in a row are discarded. If 3-5 samples are discarded in row it
reduces Nind,initial by one, and if 6-8 samples in row are discarded it reduces Nind,initial by
two, and so on. This means that in some cases Nind,final can be equal to Nind,initial. In the
worst case, on the other hand, Nind,initial is reduced by the same ratio as Minitial (number
of samples). That is to say,

1

N ind , final
N ind ,initial



M final
M initial

(78)

where Mfinal is the number of samples after the sample selection algorithm.
When going from a Rayleigh distribution to a Rice distribution, the first factor (s/μ)
on the right hand side of (75) will be lower in the final distribution than in the initial
distribution, so it helps to reduce the error. The second factor in (75), on the other
hand, typically increases the error because Nind,final<Nind,initial.
7.3.3.

Limit for the Proportion of Remaining Samples

The sample selection technique is based on a simple concept, whereby only some
of the samples measured are used to calculate the required antenna FoMs, so that the
final set selected has certain characteristics (it follows a particular amplitude FDP).
Thus, it is clear that the final number of samples after this process can only be
maintained or decreased, depending on the PDF that is set as target, but could this
reduction of samples to be very important. Therefore, the number of samples
remaining after the sample selection process is a crucial parameter, in order to have
measurements with good accuracy. This section will analyze the maximum limit to the
number of samples remaining after the sample selection process. In order to make the
study extendable to initial sample sets of any length, the proportion of remaining
samples (denoted as q) is studied.
Are finitial(x) and ftarget(x) the PDF of the initial and target data (after sample
selection), respectively. These functions have the usual properties of PDFs, that is, they
are always positive and the integral over all arguments is unity.
The total number of samples before and after sample selection is denoted as Ninitial
and Ntarget, respectively. The number of samples within a small interval Δx at any x
value is Ninitial·finitial(x) Δx and Ntarget ftarget(x) Δx, respectively. Naturally, the number of
samples at any x value can only remain the same or decrease as a result of the sample
selection process. Consequently we have
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( )

( )

(79)

where Δx is eliminated on both sides. As ftarget(x) is assumed to be different from
finitial(x) (otherwise there is not sample selection), there will be x values at which
ftarget(x) > finitial(x).
To fulfil Eq. (79), Ntarget then has to be smaller than Ninitial. It is the maximum ratio of
ftarget(x)/finitial(x) for any x that dictates the necessary ratio of Ntarget/Ninitial for the
condition in Eq. (79) to be satisfied. Defining the proportion of remaining samples q as
(80)
And substituting this in Eq. 79 gives the condition
( )

(81)

( )

In a specific case, there can be some freedom in choosing ftarget(x), because PDFs
often have one or several parameters and the requirements on ftarget(x) might not
decide all of them. Remaining parameters should then preferably be set so that q is
optimized. The maximum value of q is thus
(

( )
( )

)

(82)

for all x, and for all ftarget(x) under the given constraints.
As it has been showed before, different algorithms can be used to perform de
selection of the samples. However no assumptions about the employed algorithm have
been made to obtain qmax, so Eq. (82) is valid for any of the proposed algorithms.
7.3.4.

Sample Selection Performance

7.3.4.1.
Measurement Setup
Measurements illustrated in this section have been performed with the E200 8x8
MIMO Analyzer by EMITE Ing., in connection to the Rohde & Schwarz ZVRE Vector
Network Analyzer (9 kHz to 4 GHz). The E200 MIMO Analyzer is a MSRC with
dimensions of 0.82 1.275 1.95 m , eight exciting antennas, polarization stirring due to
aperture coupling and to the different orientation of the antenna exciting elements,
three mechanical and mode-coupling stirrers, one holder-stirrer, and variable iriscoupling. As depicted in Fig. 44, the E200 MIMO Analyzer is composed of two cavities
that are coupled through a slotted metallic plate.
Accurate control over the slots apertures allow for a complex coupling structure
from the upper cavity, where the transmission antennas are placed, to the lower main
cavity, wherein the MIMO device under test (DUT) is placed. The E200 MIMO Analyzer
was set up for three holder positions with 15 different mechanical stirrer positions for
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each holder position, 12 iris-coupling aperture stirring, and 20 MHz frequency stirring.
Measurements were performed at 1800 MHz, and one half-wave dipole was used as
the DUT located at the centre of the chamber. The measured scenario “A” is an empty
chamber with a typical quasi-isotropic behaviour consisting of 50 000 samples. The
quasi-isotropic behaviour of the measured scenario is reproduced in Fig. 45, wherein
AS is defined as in [114].

Figure 44. A two-cavity MSRC.

Figure 45. Histogram of measured AoA using the high resolution MUSIC algorithm for the initial
Rayleigh fading measured scenario.
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7.3.4.2.

Sample Selection Technique Performance

For comparison purposes, the performance analysis is performed by treating both a
set of 10 000 scalar ideal Rayleigh distributed data samples from theoretical formulas
and the 50 000 sample set measured at scenario “A” as illustrated in Fig. 45. Five
different Rician-fading target distributions were defined and are depicted in Fig. 46.
The specific parameters for each distribution are also illustrated in Table 21. Three of
the distributions have the same mean output power as the initial ideal Rayleigh-fading
distribution. The other two have a larger and lesser output power, respectively.

Figure 46. Initial (ideal theoretical Rayleigh) and target and target (ideal theoretical Rician) fading
distributions.

TABLE 21. THE FIVE DIFFERENT TARGET RICE DISTRIBUTIONS
Target
Distribution
Rice 1
Rice 2
Rice 3
Rice 4
Rice 5

atarget

starget

k-factor [linear]

Pout/Pin

0.0286
0.0404
0.0467
0.0572
0.0286

0.0286
0.0202
0.0117
0.0286
0.0143

0.5
2
8
2
2

1
1
1
2
0.5

The measured figures of merit are depicted in Table 22. From this table, it can be
observed that very accurate Rician-fading emulation can be achieved with the sampleselection technique. It is also noticeable from this table that a large percentage of
samples is discarded when distributions with larger mean output power than originally
measured ones are targeted. The algorithm seems to discard more samples for those
target distributions that have a larger output power than the initial Rayleigh-fading set,
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which poses a limitation to the technique. A comparison between Rician-fading target
4 and measured subset extracted using the sample-selection technique is illustrated in
Fig. 47 as an example.
TABLE 22. PERFORMANCE OF SAMPLE-SELECTION TECHNIQUE WITH GA
Initial sample set

Target

Error *εd]

Id. Rayleigh
Id. Rayleigh
Id. Rayleigh
Id. Rayleigh
Id. Rayleigh
Meas. Rayleigh
Meas. Rayleigh
Meas. Rayleigh
Meas. Rayleigh
Meas. Rayleigh

Rician 1
Rician 2
Rician 3
Rician 4
Rician 5
Rician 1
Rician 2
Rician 3
Rician 4
Rician 5

0.0011
0.0008
0.0012
0.0005
0.0011
0.0013
0.0015
0.0024
0.0011
0.0021

Discarded
samples [%]
55.1
51.3
60.8
70.3
55.2
50.7
53.7
67.2
75.5
54.6

Computation
time [s]
1.6
62
1168
1622
516
102
724
5225
7948
1030

Figure 47. A comparison between initial measured Rayleigh-fading set, processed sample subset, and
Rician-fading target 4.

It can also be observed from this figure that the use of large 50 000-samples
measured Rayleigh-fading data makes the GA spend more time, which is to be
expected due to the larger number of initial samples. Using both theoretical and
measured Rayleigh-fading, initial sample sets provide very similar accuracies on final
sample subsets. Likewise, it seems clear from the results that the higher the k-factor of
the target Rician distribution, the higher the required computational time of the GA.
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7.3.4.3.

Sample-Selection Algorithms Performance

In this section the performance of the three different algorithms used for the
sample selection is validated by sample-selecting a set of 10000 simulated Rayleigh
distributed scalar samples. The same five ideal Rician distributions defined in the
previous section (see Table 21) are used as target distributions.
The performances of the three algorithms have been evaluated in respect of the
distribution error and number of remaining samples due to changes of the k-factor. It
is also of interest to see what happens with the number of remaining samples if the
output power in the remaining samples (Pout=a2+2s2) is different from the input power
of the initial samples.
In the results below, the fitness limit of the iterative GA is set to 0.01 and the
hybrid is set to 0.001. Figs. 48, 49 and 50 show the behaviour of the algorithms when
they are applied on the simulated data.

Figure 48. The amount of remaining samples for each of the algorithms vs. the k-factor. The target
distribution of Rice 1 (k=0.5), Rice 2 (k=2) and Rice 3 (k=8) with the same mean output power as the
original distribution are indicated by points. The lines are added as guide for the eye.
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Figure 49. Distribution error of the three algorithms vs. the k-factor. The target distribution of Rice 1
(k=0.5), Rice 2 (k=2) and Rice 3 (k=8) are indicated by points.
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Figure 50. The ratio Pout/Pin vs. amount of remaining samples for each algorithm. All three
distributions have the same k-factor, k=2.

As a constraint of the algorithms, the target distribution should have the same
mean power as the initial distribution. The reason for this is intuitively understood. If
the output power is higher than the input power there will be a problem of finding
data samples for the new distribution, also seen in Fig. 50. Similarly, if lower power
relative to the power of the initial distribution is targeted, the same problem occurs.
Thus, the algorithm should only be used to achieve the correct k-factor and shape of
distribution, not as an amplifier or attenuator.
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Another point worth mentioning is the speed of the algorithms. The single step is
extremely fast and computes all the final distributions within about 0.6 seconds, while
the iterative GA within 2 min up to 50 min, and the combination of these two, the
Hybrid, ends up at with an average of 4.7 seconds
Sample selection is applied in this study in order to extend the capability of an
MSRC from the emulated NLoS environment, to a simulated LoS environment. This
feature makes it possible to extract the behaviour of a DUT in many different
conditions, with a single measurement. This step up in the algorithm implementation
makes the technique suitable for real-time applications, which is essential for the use
of the technique in commercial applications. In this way, a calculation that will take up
to one hour with the iterative GA can be solved within seconds with the Hybrid
algorithm; furthermore it shows a much better accuracy than both the single step and
the iterative GA.
In some cases it is seen that the hybrid algorithm took longer time than the
iterative GA. This can be due to the first stop of the hybrid algorithm, the single step
algorithm, filtered too many data samples for the iterative GA part of the Hybrid
algorithm. With too few remaining samples in the second step, the iterative GA had
problems finding an optimum solution within a limited time span. The effects on Nind
and εfinal of reducing the amount of remaining samples are overall very small.
7.3.5.

Validation of the technique

In this section some practical results will be shown, in order to demonstrate the
usefulness of this technique. As it has been said before, this technique does not try to
resemble all the fading characteristics of a non-isotropic environment (like AoA, DS…),
instead it is intended to demonstrate that it is possible to recover information about a
passive antenna for different fading scenarios, just post-processing one isotropic
measurement.
7.3.5.1.

Antenna Correlation and DG

In this section it will be evaluated the application of the proposed sample selection
technique to the antenna correlation and DG estimation for a given prototype
implementing diversity (dual-antenna prototype). Prototypes C and D defined in
Chapter 5 are used in this study, both of them working at the 2.6 GHz frequency band.
In order to validate the technique, the same measurements performed in Chapter 5
for the free space case are used as initial data in this section. That means, that a
conventional MSRC is used, so the richness of the environment is very limited.
However, as those prototypes have been already analyzed in Chapter 5 for some
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different LoS scenarios, it is interesting to apply the sample selection technique to
them, in order to perform a similar study using this novel technique.
Departing from a free space measurement performed in a MSRC with a Rayleigh
amplitude distribution, several Rician environments are set as target distributions with
k-factors going from 1 to 10 in steps of 1.
Fig. 51 shows the measured correlation for some different Rician k-factors. As it
was seen in Chapter 5, when the isotropicity is reduced the high correlated prototype
tend to improve its behaviour. On the contrary, the low correlated prototype shows a
slightly increasing tendency of the measured correlation when the k-factor is
increased.
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Figure 51. Correlation as a function of Rician k-factor of a high correlated prototype (Prototypes C and
D defined in Chapter 5).

Fig. 52 show the DG measured after the sample selection is applied to both
prototypes. It can be appreciated that Prototype C presents a slight decrease in its
diversity performance when the LoS condition is higher, while for Prototype D DG the
effect is much stronger for high k-factors. This results are in line when those obtained
in with the offset technique (as seen in Fig. 41), where the effect of the LoS component
in terms of DG is much more significant for low correlated antennas.
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Obtained results show also the same effect detected in chapter 5, where the same
prototypes where measured under some different user influence scenarios. DG
becomes very similar for both prototypes, when the isotropicity of the environment is
reduced. These results show the ability of this technique for the emulation using an
MSRC of some non-isotropic effects, as those detected in chapter 5 for the user
influence case. It is worth noticing here, that the user influence has other important
effects over the antenna performance (specially reducing the mutual coupling
between antennas), so not all those effects are emulated here, but just the effect of
LoS created in the vicinity of the antennas when the environment is not isotropic.
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Figure 52. DG as a function of Rician k-factor of a high correlated prototype (Prototype C defined in
Chapter 5).

7.3.5.2.

MIMO Capacity

In this section, MIMO capacity is calculated for some Rician environments. To carry
out this validation the same measurement performed in Section 7.2 (three dipoles in a
vertical position with fc=1800 MHz and d=0.01λ), is used so results are comparable
with those obtained in that section. Departing from one of the real measurements
above, the sample selection was applied to that measurement taking as a target
distributions three Rician channels with different k-factor.
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This section presents an extension of the sample selection technique, in which it is
applied to the correlation coefficient between the received signals from two antennas,
instead of applying it to the signal strength amplitude distribution. With this extension,
novel enhanced MSRCs acquire versatile capabilities for using correlation as a MIMO
OTA testing Figure of Merit (FoM) in a wide variety of testing scenarios. Applying the
fundamental principle of the sample selection technique to the correlation coefficient
improves its usefulness in tests of diversity and/or MIMO antennas, where the
correlation coefficient is critical.
The aim of this section is to present the efficiency and accuracy of the sample
selection technique applied to a different channel metric from the signal strength, as it
is the antenna correlation (which depends on both the propagation channel, and the
antenna design), and to demonstrate its practical usefulness with the application of
the technique to some real prototypes.
Sample selection is here applied for the purpose of achieving a different correlation
coefficient than the one at hand for the whole sequence, which represents that of an
isotropic Rayleigh fading scenario. The correlation coefficient is calculated from dual
channel measurements of the signals from a pair of antennas.
Dual channel data can be described by a bivariate (2-D) PDF, according to [65]
[115],
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where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and of order zero.
The parameters s1 and s2 in (83) define the magnitude on the two channels,
respectively, and ρ is the magnitude of the complex correlation coefficient between
the data on the two channels, i.e. ρ=|ρc|.
Applying the sample selection technique to the two-dimensional data means that
from the initial data, with its given PDF, a subset of samples is chosen to have a certain
targeted PDF. In this process, the number of data samples is reduced. By mathematical
derivation, we can calculate the maximum number of remaining samples for a given
target correlation value, as a function of the correlation in the initial data by [116],
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where,
- ρi is the correlation coefficient of the initial distribution.
- ρt is the chosen target correlation.
- Ni is the initial number of samples.
- Nt- is the number of remaining samples, for the case where ρt < ρi.
- Nt+ is the number of remaining samples, for the case where ρt > ρi
The number of remaining samples is important in order to obtain a good accuracy
in the measurements. In this case we can see a big reduction in the number of samples
for some combinations of initial/target correlations. This knowledge is critical when
implementing the sample selection technique and it must be taken into account when
the algorithm is devised.
The accuracy with which the target correlation coefficient can be achieved is
investigated through numerical simulations using Matlab. The individual branch
distributions are first verified, with two randomly generated Rayleigh distributed
sequences with Ni=50000, s1i=1, s2i=2, and ρi=0.7. The single-step algorithm is applied
with maintained branch powers, i.e. s1t=1 and s2t=2, and with ρt=0.2.
Following this, the accuracy of the achieved correlation coefficient is investigated
by performing sample selection on 500 realizations, and plotting the histogram PDF of
the achieved correlation coefficients. This is done for two values of ρi (0 and 0.7), and
four values of ρt (0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9), thus in total eight cases. Each case uses
Ni=10000, s1i=1, and s2i=2. For comparison, in each case sequences of length Nt and
with target correlation coefficient ρt are also generated directly, i.e. without any
sample selection process. Due to the finite length of the sequences, these will also
show some spread in the achieved correlation coefficient. Figs. 54 and 55 show PDFs of
the achieved correlation coefficients, with histograms for the sample selection results,
and solid lines for the directly generated data. The numbers next to the peaks are the
Nt values. Apparently, the accuracy depends on ρi and ρt. Comparing the sample
selection results with the directly generated data shows that the selection process
itself does not increase the uncertainty by any significant amount, even though a small
shift in the distribution is seen in Fig. 54 for ρt=0.3 and ρt=0.9.
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Figure 54. PDFs for ρi=0 and ρt=0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Ni=10000 in all cases. Numbers next to the peaks
are Nt values. Histograms are the results of simulations with 500 realizations. Solid lines are spreads
due to finite sequence length for the Nt values at hand.
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Figure 55. PDFs for ρi=0.7 and ρt=0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Ni=10000 in all cases. Numbers next to the
peaks are Nt values. Histograms are the results of simulations with 500 realizations. Solid lines are
spreads due to finite sequence length for the Nt values at hand.

Varying Ni shows that the spread of the achieved correlation coefficient follows the
relation
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fading distributions. This has been done without any hardware alteration within the
MSRC for the first time. The obtained data set is composed of unmodified measured
samples conforming the desired fading statistical ensemble. The sample-selection
technique can further enhance the capabilities of MSRCs for MIMO OTA
measurements, closing the current gap between MSRCs and more expensive spatialfading emulators.
Three different algorithms have been successfully employed. This has been
demonstrated with high accuracy using both theoretical data samples and measured
data sets in an MSRC. The accuracy is adequate for most cases shown in the study but
the cases also reveal the behaviour of the algorithms. If a large change of distribution
is calculated fewer samples will be remaining and there will be a reduction of accuracy.
With the use of combined linear-ga, accurate simulation is obtained at low
computation time. To be able to emulate a wireless channel some improvements has
to be done in the future. For instance the angle of arrival (AoA) has to be emulated as
well.
Validation of the technique has been provided, for passive measurements, agreeing
very well with the correlation and DG values obtained in Chapter 5, as well as with the
published model of the Rician Channels for MIMO Capacity [30]. In the last section, a
different approach has been proposed for the sample selection procedure, so
emulated propagation channel is defined in terms of the correlation experienced by
the antennas, instead of the distribution of the signal strength. This approach opens
the door to extend the sample selection technique for MSRCs to any other channel
parameter that is interesting for the antenna designer.
The sample-selection technique can further enhance the capabilities of modestirred chambers for and with some more research be used in MIMO OTA
measurements. Future research also includes the emulation of a wide range of
standardised channel models for 4G terminal research, development and compliance
testing.

Conclusion

8. Conclusion
8.1.

Conclusion and Future Research

In this thesis there have been analyzed several characteristics that are of interest
for 4G mobile phone designers. The study has been based on the effect that non-ideal
environments have on various metrics that characterize the behaviour of multiantenna devices. One of these factors is the effect that the user presence causes on
the mobile terminal performance. This effect has been extensively studied for the case
of single antenna terminals. However, in terminals that use MIMO technology, nearly
as important as the effect on the antenna itself is the effect on the propagation
environment of the signal that causes anisotropy in the vicinity of the antenna and
may diminish many of the ideal benefits of multi-antenna technology. This is due
mainly to the fact that the ergodic capacity proposed for MIMO systems assume the
existence of a very rich propagation environment where you can set different parallel
communication channels uncorrelated with each other.
As a consequence of that, it is important to clearly separate the effect that the user
has over the antenna and over the environment. To this end, this thesis has also
analyzed the effect that the number of signals used to emulate the propagation
channel have on the parameters that define a multi-antenna device. This study reveals
that, in conditions where the number of signals is very small, the devices do not exhibit
behaviour similar to that presented in rich environments, and devices that have
operations in isotropic conditions clearly recognizable as good or bad, do not exhibit
these behaviours when the richness of the environment decreases.
But all these factors have a crucial dependence on the measurement technique on
which measurements are made. Various techniques exist for OTA analysis of mobile
devices, although three are fundamental: anechoic chamber based, mode-stirred
chamber based and 2-stage method.
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One of the techniques that has received most attention in recent years has been
the MSRC technique. This technique has a number of advantages over the others, such
as measurement speed in three dimensions, and their low cost compared to other
alternatives. However, the fact that the environment generated in the interior of the
MSRC is naturally isotropic and distributed according to a Rayleigh FDP has always
limited the use of this technique to measurements under isotropic environments and
multi-reflective channel models (typically urban environments).
In this thesis two software processing techniques have been proposed to
circumvent this inherent difficulty of the MSRC. With the first technique called “offset
technique”, it is possible to extend the measurement capabilities of the MSRC so that
any passive device can be evaluated in a Rician distributed environment with an
arbitrary k-factor. Other techniques, based on hardware modifications had been
previously proposed for this purpose. However, with the “offset technique” the
emulation is done precisely with a k-factor fully controllable, and does not involve any
modification that disturbs the reverberant environment of the MSRC resonant cavity
or cavities. The limitation of this technique is that it cannot be extended to active
devices such as mobile phones.
To overcome this drawback, a second processing software alternative has been
proposed in this thesis, called “sample selection technique”. With this technique, given
a measure in the Rayleigh environment naturally generated by the MSRC, it is possible
to get the device behaviour in arbitrary fading environment. For this, the procedure
followed consists in selecting only part of the samples measured along the entire
sequence of stirring of the MSRC, in accordance with a criterion imposed on selected
samples. This criterion is variable, and this thesis has focused the analysis on the
statistical distribution of the amplitude of the received field. By this criterion, different
environments such as Rician, Nakagami or Log-Normal, can be easily emulated in an
MSRC. However, this technique has the limitation that if the MSRC does not provide a
very rich environment, it may be difficult to obtain the desired distribution patterns.
Therefore, this technique is intended to be applied to second-generation MSRC, which
incorporate multiple resonant cavities and provide a greater wealth in the measured
field distribution.
The future continuation of the research work performed in this thesis involves the
development and thorough evaluation of the mechanisms by which the user's
presence produces environments with a limited number of signals, and therefore
highly anisotropic environments. Through the detailed study of these effects, we
intend to incorporate them into existing channel models, so that the OTA

Conclusion

measurements made in laboratories resemble the most to the actual behaviour that
the user experiences in real environments.
To this end, advances in software processing will be proposed for basic MSRCs.
Because the ultimate goal of OTA characterization of devices is the characterization of
complete assets (phones, laptops, dongles ...), also an important part of future work
will focus on the implementation and validation of the sample selection technique for
active FoMs such as data throughput, by comparison with other measurement
techniques OTA established, as data throughput is the most sought FoM both by
manufacturer and for operators to discern between good and bad systems.
Thus the work developed in this thesis represents only a first step towards better
understanding of the propagation factors that determine the behaviour of real multiantenna systems, such as those for next mobile generation (4G). This understanding is
fundamental in developing appropriate measurement techniques to emulate the
different propagation environments the mobile phone industry demands. This is why
the evolution of OTA measurement techniques in general, and MSRCs in particular
represent a field of research where there is still much to discover in the coming years.

8.2.

Results Obtained as a Result of this Thesis

As a result of this thesis, seven articles have been accepted for publication in
different international journals. Three more, have been submitted, and by the time of
this writing, are still under reviewing process. Three more articles have been published
in national journals, and seven contributions have been made to international
conferences. Below there is a detailed enumeration of these results.
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